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Welcome to the November/December 
issue of the magazine. As 2023 comes to an 
end, I would like to express my gratitude to 
Stephen, Brian, the Square One team, the 
ICorr team, and all the authors who have 
contributed to the Corrosion Management 
Magazine. The success of Corrosion 
Management Magazine is ensured by our 
joint, committed efforts. I wish a happy and 
festive Christmas to every reader.

This issue is dedicated to the theme 
“Sustainable Energy”. The first technical 
article “How do you take sustainability into 
account during design?” is written by Birit 
Buhr. She has proposed that environmental 
impact be considered during the design 
process by including life cycle analysis (LCA) 
to minimise environmental impact over the 
lifetime of a structure. Dr Patricia Conder 
has authored the second technical article 
titled “Non-Destructive Challenges in the 
Net Zero World”. Five facets of inspection- 

degradation, physics of inspection, 
Inspection deployment, planning and 
data analytics are described to tackle key 
Net Zero NDT challenges by Dr. Conder. 
The third technical article, entitled “An 
Examination of Localised Internal Corrosion 
Failure Mechanisms for a Nutshell Filter 
Vessel,” is written by Riky Bernardo.  Dr. 
Douglas Mills has also contributed an article 
for the Fellow’s Corner titled “Archaeological 
Corrosion and Conservation,” which is 
primarily historical and based on previously 
published work.

To help you learn more about the columnist, 
we have included a “Meet the Author” 
section with every article.

We welcome industry news, technical 
articles, and articles for fellow’s corner from 
you in whichever part of the world you are 
based. Your suggestions and feedback 
are very important for ensuring that we 

deliver magazine content that will engage 
our valued members. Please send all your 
content for consideration. 

editor@icorr.org 
Dr Shagufta Khan, FICorr  
Consulting Editor

The President Writes
Dear Members,

Welcome to our final 
2023 edition of Corrosion 
Management. I do hope you all 
have a well-earned rest when it 
comes and ready for the busy 
new ICorr year ahead. 

With many thanks to all those 
who have supported our events 
in any way during the past year. 
So many of you l know, work 
really hard behind the scenes 
preparing our educational 
and training activities, writing 
articles for our magazine 
and social media postings, 
encouraging new members, 
raising new sponsorships,  
and generally helping to  
grow the institution.

We are a unique and very personal organisation that aims to support 
industry and corrosion professionals towards achieving the best they 
can in corrosion prevention and corrosion career development.

Our institute has seen many changes this year, with accelerated training 
provision, new courses being offered and developed, and most 
importantly, a progressive return to our in-person activities. We shall 
be careful, however, to retain some hybrid and online event options 
to continue to engage with our increasing overseas and student 
membership.

The final weekly Coronavirus (COVID-19) Infection UK Government 
update was published on March 24, 2023, almost 3 years exactly 

after the pandemic was officially announced. It is fair to say that since 
then, our ‘Face to Face’ calendar has been pretty much in full swing, 
with many branch-led events and also our key CED/YICorr and CSD 
conferences/YEP launches in London and Bristol, respectively, along 
with our most recent AGM and Science Council events in Birmingham.

October 30, 2023, was a very significant milestone in the ICorr calendar 
with our three-yearly HQ audit for ISO 9001 recertification, for which 
we are indebted to HQ Staff – Becky Hurst and Trish Bridge, Chris 
Williams our QMS Lead, Bill Hedges who instigated our new Document 
SharePoint and for Auditing Guidance to Kevin Harold, our CORREX 
(ICATS Training Arm) Managing Director.

This year, we are sadly saying goodbye from the ICorr Council to David 
Harvey, our Engineering Council Lead/CEng Direct Champion for so 
many years, and Anthony Collins, our Honorary Treasurer for nearly 30 
years. It is rare to see such long and generous service in the voluntary 
sector, and we wish them both well as they enjoy a well-earned rest  
with their families.

We welcomed into our fold, of course, Dr. Shagufta Khan as our new 
Corrosion Management Editor and George Winning our new Treasurer 
and wish them continued success in their respective roles.

You will see Dr. Yunnan Gao, our Vice President, working increasing 
with me over the coming 12 months in support of Events and for  
taking forward our development plans for the Institute.  Also of  
course, Anthony Setiadi, who will be our new Engineering Council  
Lead going forward.

Wishing you all every success in all you do in 2024.

With my best regards,

Stephen Tate, President: Institute of Corrosion 
president@icorr.org

From the Editor
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New Sustaining 
Members

Local Branch News
 

On Tuesday 26th September 2023, the Aberdeen Branch meeting 
welcomed Alyshia Keogh from the University of Manchester with a 
talk entitled   Effect of Microstructure on the Localised Corrosion and 
Atmospheric Stress Corrosion Cracking of 15-5PH Stainless Steel. Alyshia 
completed undergraduate studies in Materials Science and Engineering 
at the University of Sheffield and, after spending some time working in 
the heat treatment and manufacturing industries, she is now in her final 
year of her Ph.D. at the University of Manchester. 

The primary goal of the Ph.D. is to study the effect of heat treatment 
condition of a 15-5PH Stainless Steel. on its susceptibility to pitting and 
atmospheric induced stress corrosion cracking (AISCC) with the aim of 
aiding design of future alloys.  The underlying microstructure of the heat-
treated material was studied as a function of ageing treatment and linked 
to the materials susceptibility to corrosion through a series of specific 
tests. To this end, samples of 15-5PH stainless steel, in the solution 
heat treated condition, were aged for 4 hours at  3 different ageing 
temperatures of 450 °C, 540 °C and 650 °C to give ‘underaged’,  
‘peak aged’ and ‘overaged’ conditions, respectively.

Solution treatment of the material at a temperature of 1038 °C for 1 hr 
obtains fully martensitic microstructure with small amounts of retained 
austenite. Subsequent ageing at a lower temperature forms fine Cu rich 
strengthening intermetallic precipitates through the matrix while also 
causing austenite reversion and some possible carbide formation, which 
can be detrimental to the performance of the material.

Microstructural evolution was characterised using mechanical testing 
(Tensile and Hardness) Increase in ageing temperature resulted in a 
rise in hardness and strength to peak aged, with ductility increasing 
and strength falling towards the over aged (650 °C) condition. XRD 
was used for austenitic phase fraction (w.r.t temperature) measurement 
and Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy (SEM and TEM) 
with EDX analysis was used for microstructure and phase analysis.  
Austenite fraction increased from 2.4 to 2.7 and up to 24 % with 
ageing Austenite nucleates along with boundaries and PAGBs with 
Austenite reversion far greatest with the 650 °C ageing treatment. The 
austenite content is known to have a direct impact on the mechanical 
and corrosion properties of the material. Element mapping using XRD 
showed the distribution of elements in the microstructure and reveals 
Cr and C concentrations at particles and grain boundaries; these were 
only present in the peak and overaged samples. Cr depletion areas 
are suspected to be initiation sites for localised pitting corrosion, 
particularly in the over aged condition. A line scan across the carbide 
particles shows the enrichment at the particle and depletion at  
the boundaries. 

 

To study Corrosion properties, a number of techniques were employed 
including Potentiodynamic Polarisation which was used to study Pitting 
susceptibility using an Avesta Cell. However, while the 650 °C condition 
had the lowest E pit potential, the scatter in results was found to be too 
great to be statistically significant.

Differences in pitting behaviours were also assessed using Double Loop 
electrochemical reactivation (DL-EPR) This assesses the passive film layer 
integrity and detects the loss of passive film on grain boundaries where 
Cr depletion has led to sensitisation. The test uses an electrolyte of 
sulphuric acid and potassium thiocyanate and sweeps the surface with a 
potential which, upon return sweep gives a current difference identifying 
the activation peak. This technique showed there was a linear trend in 
degree of sensitisation with ageing temperature which correlated with 
the increase in the presence of Cr carbides. 

 

Another technique was used to study pitting susceptibility using 
electrochemical noise, which is measured by galvanically coupling 
dissimilar microstructures in an electrolyte. The results suggest that 
the higher temperature ageing treatment, which produced the most 
metastable pitting events, may have a higher probability of transitioning 
to stable pitting. 

 

  Aberdeen Branch

continues on page 6

Chromium carbide precipitation as a function of ageing temperature.

Alyshia Keogh, a 
Ph.D. Student at 
the University of 
Manchester.

Effect of ageing temperature on passive layer integrity using DL-EPR (double loop 
electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation).

Comparison of pitting susceptibility via electrochemical noise.
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Four-point bend specimens with Cl- salt deposits exposed to controlled 
temperature and humidity were used to study the link between pitting 
behaviour and cracking. The test details are shown in the enclosed 
slide whereby stress is applied to a test sample with salt droplets on for 
different times and humidities. The samples are studied under an SEM 
and the microstructure, extent of corrosion and crack development can 
be imaged in detail.

The results of this study revealed that higher ageing temperatures 
(650°C) were more resistant to cracking. In addition, the mode of 
cracking changed from an intergranular pathway in 450 °C specimens  
to mixed-intergranular and trans-granular in 540 °C while no cracks  
were observed in samples aged at 650 °C. 

In summary, the 650 °C microstructure was shown to be the most 
susceptible to pit initiation in the electrochemical tests through the 
greater frequency of detected metastable events. This is likely to be 
related to the Cr depleted zones associated with the carbide formation 
or the lower Cr content in reverted austenite. However, the 650 °C 
material seems to be the most resistant to environmental cracking in the 
environmental stress tests.

On Tuesday 31st October 2023, the Aberdeen Branch meeting 
welcomed Heike Hoffmann Consultant Microbiologist, Intertek, 
Aberdeen with a talk entitled  Monitoring to combat Microbiological 
Issues in Oilfield Process Systems – Understand the Option for Better 
Visibility. Dr. Heike Hoffmann joined Intertek (formerly Commercial 
Microbiology) in 2006. After setting up the molecular laboratory 
and establishing the services within the company she is working as a 
Consultant Microbiologist supporting Intertek’s Oil and Gas clients 
with all aspects of controlling and managing microbiological growth 
within their ‘on- and offshore’ installation, ranging from Microbiological 
Influenced Corrosion (MIC), Biocide Optimisation, and Reservoir 
Souring  as well as leading on bespoke, issue-based projects. Heike 
Hoffmann has a Diploma in Biogeochemistry from the University of 
Hamburg and in 2004 she gained her PhD entitled “Investigation of the 
effect of biocides on soil bacteria by microbiological and molecular-
biological methods” from the University of Hamburg.Her talk was 
entitled - Monitoring to combat microbiological issues in oilfield process 
systems and understanding the options for better visibility.  Even after 
over 35 years of practical field experience and routine monitoring in 
the endeavour to effectively manage microbiological proliferation and 
control MIC, failures still lead to unplanned shutdowns, repair and 
replacement costs. Over the last decades, a suite of microbiological 
and molecular methods has become available to the oil and gas industry 
to gauge the adverse effect of microbes in oil and gas installations.  
Extensive effort has been made to understand and act accordingly on 
the output of these different techniques and interpret results gained from 
these analyses to best effect.  

The presence of microbes within the production side of oil and gas 
production is essentially due to the injection of seawater into the well to 
facilitate the extraction of the oil from the reservoir. Seawater filtration 
pumps attempt to filter out marine life, solids, plankton and algae thus 
restricting the presence of organisms and minimising impurities and 
organic matter that are injected into the wells. Oxygen is stripped out of 
the system using Paul rings and scavengers. Once the purified seawater 
is within the system there will be suitable conditions for any remaining 
microorganisms to thrive. 

The organisms can essentially deposit and grow on internal sides of 
the production piping and processing vessels, and multiply to form 
corrosive films which can consume metal on the inside of the pipes 
leading to wall thickness, loss of integrity and even failure of pipework 
systems. The biofouling causes lack of flow assurance and unwanted 
reservoir plugging, reservoir souring occurs, and we get oil separation 
issues in flotation and hydrocyclone vessels.

The principal mechanisms of MIC in Oil and Gas industry are:

• Sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB)

• General Heterotrophic Bacteria (GHB)

• Acid Producing Bacteria (APB) 

More recently molecular method reveals the involvement of other 
organisms such as Sulphate reducing Archaea (SRA), Methanogens, Iron 
reducing bacteria and minor other types. 

MIC is corrosion due to the presence and activity of microorganisms and 
studies show that it may account for up to 20% of the $20 trillion global 
cost of corrosion. The greatest threat is from SRB which are a diverse 
group of anaerobes utilising sulphites (SO2) the produce sulphide (S2). 
Several mechanisms have been proposed which include, amongst 
many, cathodic or anodic depolarisation, enzyme dehydrogenase and 
the generation of iron sulphides.

 
 
 

Susceptibility to environmentally assisted cracking.

Multiple locations of MIC issues.

Dr. Heike Hoffmann PhD, Intertek Consultant Microbiologist.
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Sampling and monitoring are conducted to generate appropriate data 
in order to predict areas of risk and identify the source of microbiological 
contamination. It also helps to setup mitigation strategies and monitor 
the effectiveness of these strategies.

Molecular methods are used in the oilfield to improve sensitivities and 
reduce analysis time. These are ‘None PCR’ (Polmerase Chain Reaction) 
based methods, such as Flourescence in-situ Hybridization (FISH) and 
PCR based methods of Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) 
and Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). So the types and scope of 
analyses used in testing samples range as follows:

Range of testing samples  
A case study was presented in which the aim was to determine the 
source of contamination which was causing the build-up of ‘biofilm’ at 
the main contamination site.  The site contained 100 gas fields and > 55 
oil fields currently in production on an onshore site. There were: 500+ 
producing gas fields and more than 200 producing oil wells. These were 
all feeding into a production site through kilometres of pipeline and 
flowlines via ~ 10 major satellite facilities. Water for the production was 
from bores and reverse osmosis treatment plant.

The qPCR tests on various sites revealed the sites and process lines 
which had the greatest amounts of contamination and helped identify 
areas for more detailed study using NGS techniques to identify the 
lines from site C and site B where the main source of contamination at 
the main production site and major contributor to contamination in the 
export product. The operators were able to then take action in specific 
sites where the microorganisms were multiplying and reduce the 
contamination within the exported product.

All methods have limitations when utilising the techniques to trace 
contamination, but the use of a combination of techniques can identify 
the strains of microorganisms and help eradicate the process problems. 
Molecular analysis, especially NGS, will give good indication of what 
is there, and MPN analysis gives indications as to what can grow in the 
system. qPCR (DNA based) gives indication of what is in the system 
and can grow if conditions are favourable.  Monitoring for microbial 
contamination gives the indication of potential risk, and this is why 
regular testing is key, along with collecting meta data and trending  
the data.

Abstracts of potential papers for the Aberdeen Technical Programme 
are always welcome, and anyone wishing to present should correspond 
with the 2024/2025 Technical Programme Co-ordinator: mei ling cheah 
meilingcheah@gmail.com.

Further Information about the Aberdeen Branch, and past presentations, 
may be found on their website page: Aberdeen Branch - Institute of 
Corrosion (icorr.org) and to join the Aberdeen Branch mailing list, please 
contact: icorrabz@gmail.com.

Please also note that the Institute is now offering three levels of MIC 
training.

• MIC Awareness

• MIC Technologist

• MIC Certified Technologist

Refer to: ICorr Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion Courses - Institute 
of Corrosion for further information.

An overview of MIC processes.

Results of QPCR analysis.

ANALYSIS

Microbiological Chemical

• MPN Inoculations

• SRB Filter Enrichments

• SRB Qualitative

• FISH analysis

• qPCR analysis 

• NGS

• Bacteria, Yeast and Mould

• pH

• Temp

• Residual Chlorine

• Residual Sulphite

• Dissolved Oxygen

• Sulphide

• VFA

• Nitrate and Nitrite

• Iron

North-East Branch
Our North-East (NE) Branch Committee continue to move 
forward with an active programme and great plans for 2024.

NE Branch Home at the magnificent Neville Hall in the centre of Newcastle, 
Head office of the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 
Engineers (NIEMME) with Professor Jon Gluyas speaking in June 23.

For latest information, please refer to the ICorr NE Webpage: www.icorr.org/
northeast/ and to the ICorr Events Calendar at: www.icorr.org/events/

Calendar of Events:  
Q1 2024
• 25th January 2024 - ICorr NE social meet up

•  29th February 2024 - ICorr NE Teesside Mini-Conference

• 28th March - ICorr NE social meet up

Q2 2024
• 25th April 2024 - ICorr NE social meet up

• 30th May 2024 - ICorr NE Technical Evening 
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Aberdeen  
Pre-Christmas 
Dinner Nov 23
On 17th November 2023 the Aberdeen Committee, as close partners 
of the North Scottish Branch of The Welding Institute (TWI) were invited 
to attend their 38th Annual Dinner, held at the Aberdeen Altens Hotel. 
This year the TWI are celebrating their 100th Anniversary.

Aberdeen branch committee members – L to R, Mei Ling Cheah (former YICorr 
officer and now Vice Chair), Steve Paterson (YEP Mentor and Case Study Co-
ordinator), Lian Ling Beh (Secretary Internal), Nigel Owen (Secretary External), 
Eilidh Macdonald (2022 YEP winner and now events Co-ordinator) and Leela 
Ramachandran (University Liaison & CPD officer). 

  
There were some truly excellent presentations by Brian Bell (TWI 
Chairman), Katy Heidenreich (OEUK – Offshore Energies UK, Supply 
Chair and People Director) and Stephen Anarach (TWI- Oil and Gas 
Energy Transition Manager).

Later guests from across Energy companies in Aberdeenshire, were 
greatly entertained by Gordon Smith, former CEO of the Scottish 
Football Association and professional footballer who made 490 league 
appearances, six international appearances and scored 117 goals 
for teams including Brighton, Kilmarnock, Manchester City, Oldham 
Athletic, Rangers and Stirling Albion. 

With some hilarious storytelling, Gordon told us what really goes on 
behind the scenes in the football world and some key life lessons from 
his own experiences. The Aberdeen Branch expresses its sincere thanks 
to the committee of the TWI North Scottish Branch for making this all 
possible. 

Details of their current officers may be found at:  
www.theweldinginstitute.com/member-benefits/branches/north-
scottish-branch

The branch held its final webinar of the summer on 14th 
September, when Esteban Amiranti, Business Development 
Manager at CM BEASY Ltd., presented “Corrosion Data 
Management, 3D Digitalisation and Digital Twin.” 

The first technical session of the 23/24 season was held on 
12th October at branch’s usual venue, the Lancaster Hall Hotel, 
Bayswater, when Simon Daly, a consultant with Safinah Group 
in Gateshead, gave a presentation on “Increasing the use of 
sensor technology to monitor coating performance.”

Simon’s current role involves providing consulting services to 
clients, ranging from specification writing assistance through 
failure investigations and root cause analysis to providing 
expert opinions to their energy and infrastructure clients. 
He has a B. Eng. (Hons.) degree from the University of Leeds 
as well as qualifications in marketing and international sales 
management. He is an AMPP-certified Senior Corrosion 
Technologist and a professional member of ICorr, with over  
30 years’ experience in the protective coatings field.

Simon explained that recent years have seen significant 
improvements in the use of remote sensors for the 
measurement of corrosion, and also for categorising the 
corrosive environments in which facilities operate. Access 
to remote sensing has never been more important since 
the restrictions imposed on many assets during the COVID 
19 pandemic, but with the benefits come challenges. The 
paint industry has been brought up with the human eye as 
the primary means of condition surveying. Simon posed the 
question “Will sensors ever be able to replace the flexibility 
and detail this ultimate sensor technology can provide?”

His presentation focused on the use of sensor technology to 
remotely determine coating performance in service. The topic 
of Corrosion Under Insulation (CUI) was used to highlight 
some of the features and benefits of coating performance 
sensors, compared to other types of sensors  focusing on the 
presence of moisture or the loss of wall thickness.

Sensor technology is ideally suited for areas where the paint 
condition/level of corrosion cannot be seen. Examples of 
this includes immersed areas, inaccessible internal surfaces, 
inaccessible external surfaces such as beneath insulation, and 
areas where the risk to humans of surveying is too high.

London Branch

Visit the ICATS website www.icats-training.org

Simon Daly presenting his talk on ”increasing the use of sensor technology  
to monitor coating performance.”
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Using CUI as an example we can see that we can continuously 
measure:

•  The driver – the presence of moisture in the insulation which 
may ultimately give rise to a corrosive environment which 
causes the issue.

•  The cause – the time of wetness and the coating condition are 
both critical in contributing to ultimate failure.

•  The consequence – a loss of wall thickness resulting in 
reduction in fitness for service.

Historically, measurement of different parameters to determine 
the integrity of the paint film has required visual observations 
and/or direct contact, but in the case of insulated service this 
is not possible, so we must rely on the sensor technology alone 
to tell us what is going on beneath the insulation and cladding, 
this presents a specific challenge in terms of introducing such 
a technology to the marketplace in terms of establishing the 
necessary high degree of confidence in the technology.

Simon then considered what a potential validation of such 
systems could look like to address the issue of confidence 
required to replace historic visual inspection much favoured by 
safety practitioners and regulators, and what might be some of 
the challenges encountered along the way?

There was a lively discussion on the floor, Simon was thanked  
for his talk, and presented with an ICorr pen.

At the November technical meeting, Steve Hodges, Intertek, 
gave a presentation on “The application of CO2 corrosivity, 
and humidity, modelling to gas pipeline internal corrosion 
management.”

Steve is a Chartered Engineer and a member of the Institute 
of Materials Minerals and Mining.  He has a B.Eng. (Hons.), 
Materials Science and Engineering, University of Wales, 
Swansea, and an MSc in Corrosion Science and Engineering, 
from UMIST.  He started his corrosion career in NZ undertaking 
corrosion consultancy and contract research before joining 
CAPCIS (now Intertek CAPIS), in Manchester. Over a 20-year 
period Steve has consulted to the oil and gas, petrochemical, 
mining, and power generation industries in some 18 countries, 

and was a guest lecturer on Corrosion Management and RBI on 
the University of Manchester’s MSc course for 8 years. He works 
predominantly in the areas of: corrosion modelling, corrosion/
integrity management, materials selection, and fitness for 
service.

Steve’s presentation was essentially a case study of the 
assessment of a selection of pipelines that formed part of a 
network of 1000’s of km of gas and gas condensate pipelines, 
and some lessons learned from this.  

While there were many similarities to the pipelines in the field 
network, the ‘one size fits all’ corrosion management approach 
in place had not been adequately controlling internal corrosion, 
as evidenced by historical in-line inspection data. A series 
of studies were undertaken combining both CO2 corrosion 
rate modelling (including basic flow modelling) and humidity 
modelling, along with analysis of historical operational and 
intelligent pig data.

In some instances, there were cost savings to be made with the 
cessation of batch corrosion inhibitors, in others, more onerous 
controls were required. However, the main takeaway from this 
series of studies was that the pipelines, though notionally the 
same, could not be considered as one in terms of degradation or 
corrosion management.

After the Q and A session, Steve was thanked for his talk, and 
given an ICorr pen as is usual for London Branch speakers.

Steve Hodges presenting on “the application of CO2 corrosivity, and humidity, 
modelling to gas pipeline internal corrosion management.”

North-West Branch
The North West Branch held an online event on 11th October 2023 
covering reinforced autoclaved aerated concrete (RAAC) – a 
material currently very much in the news.  The talk was led by Chris 
Atkins of Mott MacDonald and approximately 50 people logged in 
and participated with a number of questions. 

Chris Atkins is Technical Principal at Mott 
MacDonald where he has worked for 
over twenty years.  Chris is part of a team 
dealing with all aspects of materials and 
corrosion work for clients in a range of 
sectors.  He is a Chartered Engineer, a 
Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
a Fellow of the Institute of Corrosion  
and an ISO 15257 Level 4 cathodic 
protection specialist. 

The Branch also held an event at the University of Manchester 
School of Materials on 29 November focusing on ICorr career 
development and building a student / Young ICorr chapter.   
The event also included the ICorr NW Branch end of year social 
event.  Watch the ICorr NW Branch page for more details  
https://www.icorr.org/northwest/ and get in touch with  
Greg.Brown@mottmac.com if you require further information.

Identification of RAAC.

Chris Atkins
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ICorr Annual General Meeting 
and Mini-Conference
On 1st November 2023 the Institute held its first in-person AGM since 2021, due 
to the prevailing COVID pandemic. We were hosted by the Birmingham Science 
Museum (Thinktank). ICorr greatly appreciates all those who travelled to help make 
the event a success and, of course, offers its thanks to the staff of Thinktank, that 
provided some magnificent catering on the day.

In support of the AGM, the Midlands Branch organised a 
very well received, multi-subject corrosion awareness event 
covering automated CUI monitoring case studies, corrosion 
control solutions for reinforced concrete and steel, holistic 
corrosion data management and recent advances in NDT 
and corrosion training by our key training partners Corrodere 
and IMechE. This followed on from a similar successful mini-
conference held by the Midlands Branch in February 2023 at 
the Birmingham Council Chambers.

Our keynote speaker was Ryan Finlayson, discussing Holistic 
Data Management. The founder of Rysco Corrosion Services 
Inc. and the Rysco Group of Companies, a corrosion-focused 
set of businesses with international operations, services, and 
manufacturing.  From their humble  beginnings, working from 
his garage in 2007, Ryan and his growing team have continued 
to pursue technical innovation and value-added solutions 
for all their worldwide clients. Prior to Rysco Corrosion, Ryan 
worked for 7 years with Baker Hughes in their production 
chemistry division, learning about applied field techniques 
for many applications, including corrosion prevention. These 
experiences helped him prepare the solid foundations of 
Rysco by placing an emphasis on the importance of continuing 
education, knowledge sharing, and employee development.

Rysco are a long-time contributor to international corrosion 
associations, and champions these to evolve and improve the 
corrosion industry. With a formal education in engineering 
and business, Ryan is a promoter of skill acquisition within his 
companies and a firm believer that supporting educational 
initiatives build strength. The company recently hosted 
the Aberdeen Corrosion Awareness Event in August 2023, 
attended by more than 50 delegates.

Prafull Sharma then spoke to us on Automated CUI 
Monitoring Case Studies with examples from around the 
Globe, including UK upstream and downstream applications. 
Prafull is an inventor and the Chief Technology Officer of 
Corrosion Radar, with core expertise in Industry 4.0, Industrial 
IOT, Predictive Analytics and Sensing Technologies. Prafull 
obtained his PhD from Cranfield University UK. He has over 
fifteen years’ experience in industrial automation and sensing 
technology development, particularly for the Energy, Aviation 
and Chemical industry. He is also credited with over fifteen 
international patents and innovations. Corrosion Radar’s sensor 
technologies are now being widely adopted with support 
funding from Saudi Aramco Energy Ventures (SAEV) and NZTC 
(formerly OGTC – Oil and Gas Technology Centre) in the UK.

Christian Stone later joined us from Concrete Preservation 
Technologies (CP Tech). Christian’s time has focused on the 

research and development of Corrosion Management Systems, 
working on surveying and corrosion in RAAC as a part of 
the University of Loughborough RAAC Research Team, and 
supporting teams all over the world to manage the corrosion 
risks of their structures. Christian has published on many 
aspects of corrosion and leads research to support the NHS in 
their issues with corrosion in RAAC.

His most informative talk focused on concrete repairs using 
galvanic anodes, consideration of their performance, and 
acceptance in reference to MCHW 5700 (Specification for 
Highway Works), and in particular, understanding the science 
around patch repairs.

In the afternoon, it was the turn of our two key external training 
partners – Corrodere and IMechE to update us on their recent 
activities. Both organisations have long-term relationships 
with ICorr and provide training to many hundreds of applicants 
every year, leading to formal certification by ICorr assessors 
following periods of industrial experience.

Lucy gave a great insight into the world of a training partner 
and how it interfaces with industry, the community, prospective 
course attendees, and its relationship with ICorr, particularly 
with regard to online training provision, which has grown 
enormously with the COVID pandemic. Lucy has worked with 
the Corrodere Academy for many years and is involved with its 
daily operations, development, and global growth.

She was instrumental in the expansion of the Train the Painter’ 
programme around the world.

Dale from IMechE then closed our AGM technical programme 
with a very informative talk on recent advances in corrosion and 
NDT training, describing their excellent classroom teaching 
facilities at their Sheffield and Fife operations. IMechE now 
provides NDT and coatings training, examinations, and NDT 
consultancy services around the world.

As ICorr Manager, he now supports all ICorr-related training 
development, providing secure IT systems for their new 
online training options and their day-to-day training centre 
operations. Dale is a driven and passionate individual who 
is keen to ensure training-related projects are delivered on 
schedule and within agreed budgets. He has been working 
closely with ICorr since 2020, with his involvement ramping up 
in 2021 and 2022, leading to him taking on the ICorr Manager 
role earlier this year from Chris Kirby, (now a Business Coach 
and Strategic Business Developer at REBLADE of Denmark).
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Each year, the Institute of Corrosion bestows a range of 
internationally renowned awards in recognition of excellence in 
corrosion science and engineering and to reward outstanding 
service to the Institute and the wider corrosion community. 

Our Institute was extremely proud to announce the selection 
of Trevor Osborne FICorr (Hon), NACE Corrosion Specialist, 
for this year’s H.G. Cole Award and presented at the AGM. The 
most prestigious award is made in recognition of exceptional 
services to the development of the institute. It is only awarded 
on an occasional basis, reflecting the highest possible level of 
commitment of the recipient to the activities of the institute. 
The inaugural H.G. Cole Award (in the form of a poignard) 
was presented to Charles Booker in 1997 by Gwen Cole (wife 
of the late Henry Cole) in recognition of his many years of 
service as Honorary Secretary of the Institute. The modern 
form of the award is a plaque whose design captures the 
essence of the original poignard. Trevor is a Past President of 
the Institute of Corrosion and long-standing Chair of the Board 
of its commercial arm, Correx Ltd. He is Managing Director of 
Deepwater Corrosion Services (UK) Ltd and has worked in the 
Energy Industry for over 43 years, with very wide experience 
of corrosion control and project execution.The institute offers 
its sincere congratulations to Trevor on this magnificent 
achievement. 

Following some excellent presentations and the awards 
ceremony, the day’s events closed with our formal institute AGM 
presented by current President Stephen Tate along with George 
Winning, our new ICorr Treasurer.

This part of the days programme included a detailed update 
of our account’s status, along with the latest updates to our re-
organisation and growth plans, to be presented formally to ICorr 
Council in February 2024.

Our congratulations were also offered to our Lionel Shreir, Paul 
McIntyre and U. R. Evans Award winners for 2023, along with 
our thanks for special contributions made to the Institute by: Bill 
Hedges, Brian Goldie, David Harvey, Gareth Hinds and Tony 
Collins - Council Members who have all offered exceptional 
service and helped make it an outstanding year in terms of taking 
the Institute forward to the next phase of its development both 
internationally and within the UK. 

Full details of all proceedings, discussions, and votes taken may 
be found in the ICorr Website Members Area at: www.icorr.org/
members-area/

Thanks to all for supporting this unique event in the institute’s 
calendar. The relaunched Midlands Branch is planning further 
technical meetings for later in the session. We are pleased to 
welcome Prafull Sharma to this committee. For other general 
inquiries about events or supporting the branch, please feel 
free to get in touch with Bill Whittaker, Midlands Chair, at 
midlandschair@icorr.org

All the AGM + Feb. 23 Mini-Conference technical presentations 
may be found at: www.icorr.org/midlands/ please scroll down to 
Local Technical Programme – 2023 Presentations.

H. G. Cole Award to Trevor Osborne at AGM with President Stephen Tate.

Speaker 1 – Ryan Finlayson, CEO 
& President, Rysco Corrosion 
Services, Alberta, Canada.

Midlands Chair Bill Whittaker and 
CPSM introducing the Conference 
and ICorr AGM.

Speaker 3 - Christian Stone, 
technical consultant, Concrete 
Preservation Technologies. 

Speaker 2 – Prafull Sharma 
Inventor and the Chief Technology 
Officer of Corrosion Radar.

Speaker 5 – Dale O’Reilly, ICorr 
Manager & Business Systems 
Manager of IMechE.

Speaker 4 – Lucy Pavia, 
Commercial Director of Corrodere.

Speaker 7 – George Winning, 
new ICorr treasurer. 

Speaker 6 – Stephen Tate, ICorr 
President.
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On 15th November 2023 and on behalf of the Institute, Dr 
Yunnan Gao, Vice President of ICorr and Brenda Peters, (past 
ICorr President and Council Member) attended the Celebration 
of Science Event, combined with its annual Prizegiving 
Celebrations organised by the Science Council and held at 
Thinktank, Birmingham Science Museum. 

With around 80 attendees, we felt privileged to be part of this 
event to celebrate the achievements of CPD Award winners, 
recognise volunteer contributions and applaud apprentices and 
their journey.

A highlight of these celebrations was an opportunity to meet 
with the newly appointed Chief Executive of the Science 
Council, Profession Della Freeth, and express ICorr’s continuous 
dedicated support to collaborate with the Science Council 
to bring the utmost benefits to both sides—to ICorr existing 
members and the whole science community. From the keynote 
talk given by Dr. Becky Smethurst, who is an astrophysicist, 
author, science communicator, and Royal Astronomical 
Society Research Fellow at the University of Oxford, they 
learned a unique perspective on combining being a science 

communicator with being an active researcher. Other presenters 
included Tom Cheek (Apprenticeship Programme Manager), 
Adam Donnan (Board of Trustees), and Jane Banks (External 
Relationships Manager).

Following the awards and presentations, they used the 
opportunity at the networking reception to connect with 
fellow registrants from across the science disciplines, as well 
as individuals from the professional body community, industry, 
academia, and government. 

Note: ICorr is licenced by the Science Council to award 
Chartered Scientist (CSci), and many professionals working in 
the industry have achieved CSci through ICorr. 

•  Details of all Award winners may be found at: www.
sciencecouncil.org/blog/2023/11/15/celebration-of-
science-2023-announcement/

•  To find out more about future events held by the Science 
Council and its professional body Members see their 
website: www.sciencecouncil.org/news-blog-events/ 

Celebration of Science Event

Brenda Peters (ICorr past president and ICorr Science Council 
representative) with Science Council Chief Executive Professor Della Freeth 
and Dr Yunnan Gao (ICorr Vice President).

 
Chartered 
Scientist 
Awards.

On 30th October 2023 along with our HQ Staff, the Institute 
of Corrosion was independently Audited for its Quality 
Management System in compliance with ISO 9001. 

This was a very significant milestone in the ICorr Calendar for 
which we are indebted to HQ Staff – Becky Hurst and Trish 
Bridge, Chris Williams, our QMS Lead, also to Bill Hedges 
who instigated our new Document Share Point system and for 
auditing guidance to Kevin Harold, our Correx (ICATS Training 
Arm) Managing Director.

Our auditor, Gordon Newstead (LRQA) took time to learn about 
our processes, ICorr’s operations as a Charitable Institution and 
Correx’s role as our commercial Training provider and was very 
impressed with what he saw.

We learned a lot about ourselves and each other going through 
this review, and we have identified some further opportunities 
for improvements that we shall implement over the coming 
twelve months.

For more information on ISO certification, please refer to the 
BSI Website: www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/iso-9001-quality-
management/.

ISO 9001 Certification - A Very Significant 
Milestone in the ICorr Calendar

Our new ISO 9001 Certification, valid until January 2027.
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Corrosion Engineering Division
Roger Francis:  
Paul McIntyre 
Award Winner, 
2023 
The winner of the 2023  
Paul McIntyre Award was  
Dr. Roger Francis and 
presented at this year’s 
Corrosion Engineering 
Division’s (CED) Working  
Day and Symposium held at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) 
in Teddington on 27th April 2023. Further details of this Event 
may be found in the May/June issue of Corrosion Management.

Roger is a well-established Corrosion Engineer with a specialist 
interest in copper and its alloys and in CRAs.  He has been very 
active in Marine Corrosion (MFC) Forums and the European 
Federation of Corrosion (EFC) working parties, particularly in 
developing standards throughout his career making him a very 
well qualified recipient of this award. Roger gave a brief paean to 
Paul in which he talked about their collaboration in standards work 
back in the 80s and 90s.

Rogers Background in His Own Words: 
“After leaving Manchester University with a fresh PhD from the 
Metallurgy Department of Manchester University, I started as a 
very junior research scientist at BNF Metals Technology Centre 
(nothing to do with BNFL).  I was very lucky to be working for two 
scientists with international reputations, Hector Campbell and  
Vic Lucey. They taught me a lot and introduced me to colleagues  
from all over the world.  I was mostly working on marine corrosion  
and other corrosion problems with copper alloys, particularly  
heat exchangers and pumps, although we got involved with  
other alloys. In the 1980’s I started testing of the new high alloy 
stainless steel in seawater.  After 17 years at BNF I was head of  
the corrosion and protection department and looking for a  
new challenge.  

I took up a post with the Weir Group in Manchester, evaluating 
the corrosion resistance of their new super duplex alloy ZERON 
100. In addition, I found myself working with the pump group on 
failure analysis and selecting materials for pumps for aggressive 
environments of all sorts.  I also found my services being 
requested by other parts of the Weir Group, such as desalination 
and materials handling, to look at failures and select materials.  
This involved a lot of foreign travel, which I enjoyed, and it 
enabled me to meet engineers from all over the globe.  I am still in 
touch with some of these today. 

One of the advantages of duplex stainless steels is their 
versatility, and I was always being asked to test duplex alloys 
in unusual and aggressive environments. These included flue 
gas desulphurisation (FGD), seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) 
desalination, acid-leach mining, and hot concentrated  
sulphuric acid. Super duplex stainless steel performed well  
in these environments, and the test data was accepted to  
justify its use, such that it is now the standard alloy for some of 
these applications.

In 2008 Weir sold the Manchester operation to Rolled Alloys and I 
found myself spending even more time travelling and supporting 
worldwide sales. I was also continuing corrosion testing in 
aggressive environments, and evaluating new alloys, such as lean 
duplex. Finally in 2012 I retired and set up my own consulting 
business RF Materials. After the initial launch I have never 

advertised, as work seems to come in all the time. This is mostly 
failure analysis or materials selection.

While working at BNF, I was a member of the IOM Corrosion 
Committee, along with Paul McIntyre. Together, we organised 
a series of one day seminars on various aspects of localised 
corrosion.  I enjoyed working with Paul, with his perpetual 
politeness and dry sense of humour.  He encouraged me to get 
involved in EFC activities, which I did when working for Weir, 
in both the marine and oil and gas working parties.  For the 
EFC I jointly edited, with Carol Powell, a basic guide to metallic 
corrosion in marine environments, for young engineers, and it 
continues to sell well.  In the oil and gas working party I attended 
numerous meetings when we were writing EFC 17 (the use of 
CRA’s in sour environments), and I drafted some of the sub-
sections. This document is still widely referenced today despite 
being over 20 years old.

In other standards work I was consulted on the update of ISO 
6509 (testing for resistance to dezincification). I was also heavily 
involved in the development of ISO 15156 part 3 (CRA) from NACE 
MR0175 (The limits of use of metals in sour environments). This 
was a complicated exercise, because of the desire to list alloys in 
groups rather than individually, as in the NACE document.  I was 
also vice chair of the NACE International (now AMPP) committee in 
charge of TM 0198 (SSRT) from 2013 to 2019, when we included 
improved practices and methods of data analysis, many of which 
have subsequently been adopted into ISO 7539-7.

In the 1990’s, I realised I had learned a lot from senior engineers, 
but they had rarely put their knowledge and experiences in 
to print. I decided that I would try to record some of my useful 
experiences and knowledge for junior engineers. My first book, 
on galvanic corrosion, appeared in 2001 and continues to be a 
NACE International best seller over 20 years later. I have written 
five other books on a range of corrosion topics, and a sixth 
is in production, all published by NACE International. I have 
co-written two other books, one for MTI with Dale McIntyre on 
stress corrosion cracking and its prevention in the chemical and 
process industries. In 2014, I was awarded the T J Hull prize by 
NACE International for my work in publications. I continue to give 
technical presentations, seminars and training sessions, many 
aimed at younger engineers, some of these under the auspices of 
the Nickel Institute.  An example is the use of stainless steels in the 
UK water industry, which I have done for the past three years for 
the Nickel Institute.

One rewarding factor is the number of younger engineers who 
have come up to me at conferences and said how useful they find 
one of my books. A disappointing side is the number of failures I 
am asked to investigate that are due to poor materials selection, 
when the knowledge of the correct alloys has been available for 
decades. A good example is the misguided use of 2205 duplex 
stainless steel in seawater, and the surprise when it suffers crevice 
corrosion. Because of things like this I realise that I will need to go 
on lecturing about materials selection for quite a bit longer.”

Clearly, Roger has had a very impressive career and is a worthy 
winner for the Paul McIntyre award. 

If you know a colleague who fills the criteria 
for the Paul McIntyre award, then please 
send their name, email, and justification for 
being nominated to  
danny.burkle@lbbcbaskerville.co.uk

You can find more information on the 
assessment criteria here:

 
Stephen Tate (ICorr President), with Roger 
Francis (Paul McIntyre Award Winner).
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Institute Exhibited at Floating Offshore Wind 
(FOW) Expo 2023 (Conference & Exhibition)

One of the key objectives of our participation was to help drive 
quality throughout the FOW Industry. ICATS and ICorr’s presence at 
the Expo resulted in more than 60 high quality leads and around half 
of these were enquiries related to our existing – ‘Training Services’ 
and others requesting new courses specifically covering the updated 

RP-B401 - 2021 and (the new) ISO 24656 – 2022 standards. The 
event provided excellent FOW Industry engagement and neatly 
followed our very well attended North-East branch sustainability 
conference. North East Branch - Institute of Corrosion (icorr.org) 
refers to the Local Technical Programme  – 2023 Presentations.

Initiated by Council and CP Governing 
Board member Brian Wyatt, the Institute 
exhibited at Floating Offshore Wind (FOW) 
Expo 2023 (Conference & Exhibition) on 
the 4th and 5th of October 2023. This 
unique operator and service provider 
event comprised around 100 Speakers, 
200 Exhibitors and 2000+ high-level 
attendees from around the globe.

FOW is the meeting place for all the 
current and future players in the global 
floating wind industry. Providing an 
unrivalled opportunity to meet and 
network with all the key players as well as 
discuss the key technical challenges and 
solutions surrounding the industrialisation 
and commercialisation of floating wind.

ICorr’s participation was very successfully 
handled by the Aberdeen Branch and 
attracted a wide range of stand visitors. 
The key focus for this event was our 

Training Services: Industrial Coating 
Applicator Scheme (ICATS), ICorr’s 
Cathodic Protection Technician and 
Engineer Training, Certification to ISO 
15257 and Coating Inspector courses 
that promote independent reporting to 
facility owners (as now required in ISO 

24656 and in DNV-RP-B401 for their 
Cat IV coating). The highest levels 
of competency, specification, and 
performance assessment at all stages 
from design onwards are essential to 
maximising FOW equipment life,  
with operators now seeking up to  
35-year lifespans.

In the cathodic protection sector, initial 
offshore renewables structures were 
designed to RP-B401 which provides 
good guidance for conventional fixed 
jackets, but is considered inadequate 
for monopiles or floating turbines. 
Latest available standards however, (the 
improved) RP-B401 and (the new) ISO 
24656 require design by a competent, 
experienced CP Engineer/Expert (and 
Level 4 certification to ISO 15257 is the 
best measure, noted by both DNV  
and ISO).

ICorr Council and CP Governing board member 
Brian Wyatt at CEOCOR (pictured at CEOCOR). 

ICorr Stand Representatives – 
Yunnan Gao (Vice President), Adesiji 
Anjorin (ABZ Chair) and Stephen 
Tate (President) and Beh Lian Ling 
(ABZ Internal Secretary) Inset.

Floating Offshore Wind (FOW) 
Exhibition – ICATS and ICorr Joint 
Stand.

FOW Exhibition – Overview of 
Stands.

FOW Exhibition – Reception Area.

Cathodic Protection, Training, 
Assessment and Certification Scheme
All of ICorr’s 2023 courses were fully booked, and to “clear the waiting list,”  
we have already launched all 2024 CP training dates on the below website.

https://www.icorr.org/dante-categories/1146/cathodic-protection/ 

Candidates can now purchase their space on future courses directly. So far, the  
new Dante online booking system has been a great success, and we are filling  
2024 dates nicely and steadily.

Also, we have started using a secondary training site since September – IMechE in Sheffield—to manage the increased demand 
particularly for buried courses, and this has worked very well so far. A further centre for CP Marine courses is also being explored.
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YEP Announcement Event

Ahead of the next edition of the highly successful Young 
Engineer Programme (YEP), Young ICorr was hosting the YEP 
announcement event, which took place on 28th September, 
2023, at the London Corner City Hotel and was organised by 
the Young ICorr Industry Representative, Izabela Gajewska, 
and the Young ICorr Chair, Dr. James McGladdery. The event 
attendees could learn about the history of YEP from Dr. Anthony 
Setiadi, who was actively involved in organising previous YEP 
editions, meet previous YEP participants, including the winners 
of previous YEP editions, and hear about reflections, learnings, 
and the approach to solving the programme’s case study from 
the winner of the 2018 YEP edition and current Chair of the ICorr 
Corrosion Engineering Division, Dr. Danny Burkle, as well as the 

winner of the 2020 YEP and the Young ICorr member, Praveena 
Nanthakumaran. The event provided a great opportunity for 
networking and finding out more about the YEP 2024 syllabus.
The Institute of Corrosion’s Young Engineer’s Programme is a 
best-in-class training course aimed at engineers, scientists, and 
technicians in their early career stages looking to enhance their 
skills in the field of corrosion.

YEP 2024 will be based in London, UK, although open to all able 
to travel and consist of monthly evening lectures from January 
to October. Delegates will also participate in a team-based case 
study that will test their acquired technical knowledge throughout 
the programme. The case study will be presented in November 
as a team in front of a panel of experienced judges with the 
opportunity to win an all-expenses-paid trip to the USA.

The objectives of the YEP programme are to:

• Introduce the fundamental topics of corrosion and materials,

•  Broaden the participants’ views and knowledge by passing on 
some of the experiences from the more established members,

•  Create a network of younger engineers and establish contact 
points,

•  Facilitate the integration between younger and senior ICorr 
members, and

•  Support young engineers with their Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD). 

For more information about the Young Engineer Programme, 
please head to: www.icorr.org/young_engineer_programme

YEP Participant Diaries
The Fourth of the Series of YEP-
AMPP Journals, by Lee Hunter, 
Newly Promoted to Commercial 
Manager at AIM Group 

Lee Hunter Commercial Manager at AIM Group - Providing Turnkey 
engineering services in design engineering, fabrication, construction, 
industrial services, and asset integrity.

Introduction

I recently had the opportunity to attend the EMERG Leadership 
programme and the AMPP conference in Denver, Colorado, 
representing the Institute of Corrosion. Being a part of the successful 
team for the Young Engineer Program 2023, which was sponsored by 
bp and was given the incredible opportunity to attend these events.

The EMERG Leadership programme provided me with an excellent 
platform to enhance my leadership skills and knowledge, and I 
had the opportunity to interact with other industry leaders and 
professionals. The AMPP conference was also an incredible 
experience, where I gained valuable insights into the latest trends and 
innovations in the corrosion and asset integrity industry.

continues on page 16
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As a result of my participation in the programme, I was able to network with 
industry leaders and gain a deeper understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities facing the coatings and corrosion industry. This experience 
has been invaluable in my professional development, and I was excited 
to continue my learning journey by attending the AMPP Conference and 
connecting with like-minded professionals in the industry.

EMERG Leadership Training

As an emerging leader myself in the field of coatings and corrosion, I was 
thrilled to attend the EMERG leadership programme.

One of the highlights of the session was the opportunity to connect 
with other emerging leaders in the industry. We were divided into small 
groups to discuss our own experiences with emotional intelligence and 
to share strategies for developing our skills. It was inspiring to hear from 
others about their challenges and successes in developing their emotional 
intelligence, and I felt energised and motivated by the shared sense of 
purpose and dedication to leadership development.

EMERG provided valuable insights into the practical skills and traits 
necessary for effective leadership in the coatings and corrosion industry. 
The emphasis on emotional intelligence was particularly valuable, as it 
highlighted the importance of self-awareness, empathy, and effective 
communication in building strong relationships with others. I left the 
session feeling more confident and better equipped to lead my team 
towards success, and I am grateful for the opportunity to learn from and 
connect with other emerging leaders in the industry.

AMPP Conference Denver

Day 1

I then had the pleasure of attending the AMPP (Association for Materials 
Protection and Performance) conference in Denver, and I must say it was an 
eye-opening experience. The conference brought together professionals 
from various fields, including corrosion and coatings, to discuss the latest 
advancements in the industry.

On the first day of the conference, I attended a Coatings 101 seminar. 

During the seminar, we learned about the importance of coatings in 
protecting metals from corrosion, wear and tear, and other environmental 
factors that can damage their surfaces. We also learned about the various 
testing methods used to evaluate the performance of coatings, including 
visual inspections, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy.

After the Coatings 101 seminar, I attended an interactive workshop that 
was an excellent opportunity for me to learn about the different types of 
coating inspection instruments available and their uses in the industry. We 
discussed the importance of using the correct instrument for a particular 
coating, as different coatings require different inspection methods. For 
example, adhesion testers are used to evaluate the adhesion of coatings to 
substrates, while surface profile gauges are used to measure the roughness 
of a surface. Overall, the first day of the AMPP conference was an excellent 
start to the event. The Coatings 101 seminar and the interactive workshop 
on coating inspection instruments provided me with a solid foundation of 
knowledge on coatings, their applications, and testing methods. I left the 
event feeling inspired and eager to learn more about the coatings industry.

Day 2

On  day two of the conference, I had the opportunity to attend a series of 
informative seminars and attend the opening ceremony of the exhibitor 
hall. Here is a summary of my experience: The first seminar I attended on 
day two was on corrosion under insulation (CUI). 

During the seminar, I learned about the various factors that contribute 
to CUI, including the type of insulation used, the operating temperature 

of the equipment, and the presence of moisture. We discussed how to 
identify and assess the severity of CUI, as well as the different methods of 
preventing and mitigating it, including protective coatings and insulation 
removal and replacement.

Next, I attended a seminar on materials and the cost of corrosion. The 
seminar focused on the economic impact of corrosion on industry, the 
different types of corrosion-resistant materials available, and how to select 
the right material for a particular application. The seminar was led by a 
materials expert who provided valuable insights into the selection and 
specification of materials in industry.

After attending the seminars, I made my way to the exhibition hall 
opening ceremony. The exhibition hall was filled with representatives 
from coatings and corrosion companies, equipment manufacturers, and 
service providers, all showcasing their latest products and services. I was 
impressed by the diversity of the exhibitors and the range of products and 
services they offered. From coatings and corrosion protection solutions 
to equipment and instrumentation, the exhibitor hall had something 
for everyone. I had the opportunity to speak with representatives from 
various companies and learn about their latest products and services. I also 
networked with other attendees and exchanged ideas and experiences 
with them.

Day 3

On the third day of the AMPP conference, I attended several seminars 
covering a range of topics related to coatings and corrosion. Here’s a 
recap of my experience: The first seminar I attended was on selecting and 
managing coating inspectors. The seminar focused on the importance 
of selecting the right inspector for a particular job, and the key qualities 
to look for in a coating inspector. The seminar was led by an experienced 
inspector who shared his insights on the selection and management of 
coating inspectors.

During the seminar, we learned about the different types of coating 
inspectors, including AMPP-certified inspectors, and the various 
criteria that should be considered when selecting an inspector, such 
as experience, qualifications, and availability. We also discussed the 
importance of effective communication between the inspector and other 
stakeholders, such as the contractor and the client.

The second seminar I attended was on the implementation of a corrosion 
management system in a gold mine based within the Arctic Circle. The 
seminar focused on the unique challenges of implementing a corrosion 
management system in a harsh, remote environment, and the strategies 
and best practices for overcoming these challenges. The seminar was 
led by a corrosion expert who shared his experiences and insights on the 
successful implementation of a corrosion management system. The final 
seminar I attended was on marine coatings and corrosion. The seminar 
focused on the challenges of protecting marine structures and vessels 
from corrosion, and the various types of coatings and protection systems 
available. The seminar was led by a coatings expert who shared his 
experiences and insights on marine coatings and corrosion protection.

During the seminar, we learned about the various types of marine 
structures and vessels, and the specific challenges they face in terms of 
corrosion. We also discussed the different types of coatings and protection 
systems available, including anti-fouling coatings, cathodic protection, and 
sacrificial anodes. The seminar provided valuable insights into the selection 
and application of coatings and protection systems for marine applications.

Awards Ceremony

I had the pleasure of attending the EMERG scholarship awards ceremony 
during the conference, where my fellow ICorr YEP 2022 winners and I 
were presented with awards for winning the program. It was an incredible 
experience to be recognised for our efforts and achievements in the 
coatings and corrosion industry. I was also thrilled to see other award 
winners being recognised for their significant achievements in their 
respective fields of study.
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With Tim Bieri - BP sponsor at the EMERG scholarship awards ceremony.

The event was only made possible by the generous sponsorship of bp, and 
I am grateful for their support in recognising the hard work and dedication 
of emerging professionals in the industry. The evening of entertainment 
and networking that followed the ceremony was a great opportunity to 
connect with like-minded professionals and learn from their experiences. 
Overall, it was a truly memorable event, and I feel privileged to have been 
a part of it.

Day 4

On the fourth and final day of the AMPP conference, I attended two 
seminars covering a range of topics related to coatings and corrosion.  
Here is a recap of my experience:

During the seminar, we learned about the specific challenges faced by 
the pipeline due to the presence of the HVDC power line, including 
interference with the pipeline’s cathodic protection system. We also 
discussed the various field-testing procedures that can be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the cathodic protection system, including potential 
measurements and current density mapping. The seminar provided 
valuable insights into the practical aspects of field testing on a metallic 
pipeline collocated with a HVDC power line.

The second seminar I attended was on finding the smoking gun: lessons 
learned from a HDD coating challenge. The seminar focused on a case 
study involving a horizontal directional drilling (HDD) project, where a 
coating failure occurred, and the lessons learned from this challenge.  
The seminar was led by a coatings expert who shared his experiences  
and insights on coating failures and the importance of identifying the  
root cause.

During the seminar, we learned about the specific challenges faced 
by the HDD project, including the difficulty of coating the pipeline in a 
challenging environment. We also discussed the various factors that can 
contribute to coating failures, such as poor surface preparation, inadequate 
application procedures, and environmental factors. The seminar provided 
valuable insights into the importance of identifying the root cause of a 
coating failure, and the strategies and best practices for preventing similar 
failures in the future.

Overall, I left the conference feeling greatly inspired and motivated to 
apply the knowledge and insights I had gained to my work, and I look 
forward to attending future AMPP conferences.

Links:
https://www.icorr.org/young_engineer_programme/

INSTITUTE OF CORROSION  -  For details of the 2024 YEP 
Programme.

EMERG Student Outreach Program - AMPP

https://ace.ampp.org/about

AMPP: Association for Materials Protection and Performance

https://www.aimgrp.co.uk/

64th Corrosion Science 
Symposium report

The 64th Corrosion Science Symposium (CSS) was held jointly with 
Electrochem 2023 at the University of Bristol between September 
10 and 12, 2023. The CSS has been held annually since its launch 
in 1960 by Prof. L.L. Shreir. The symposium is always an ideal 
opportunity for students and early career researchers in corrosion 
science from across the UK and Europe to congregate, discuss their 
work, share ideas, and, above all, enjoy themselves in a stimulating 
and friendly environment. This year, there were 20 talks and seven 
posters, and the UR Evans award plenary talk was given by Prof.  
Nick Birbilis (Deakin University, Australia). 

The Shreir Prize for the best student presentation went to James 
Rafferty (University of Manchester) for his talk entitled Environmental 
effects of a simulated AGR coolant on oxidation and carburization 
behaviour of type 316H stainless steel. His talk eloquently described 
the environmental effects of oxidation and carburisation of type 
316H stainless steel, which is used within the super-heater and 
re-heater sections of the UK’s Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors. The 
effects of gas pressure, water vapour content, and applied stress on 
oxidation and carburisation were investigated. Unlike other studies, 
no significant changes in oxidation or carburisation as a function 
of water vapour in the gas were explored with the development of 
some critical insights and understanding.

Other symposium highlights 
included: Lawrence Coghlan (University 
of Manchester) gave an interesting 
overview of his work on the degradation 
mechanism of polyester powder 
coatings exposed to cyclic corrosion 
testing. In an effort to better understand 
the mechanism of crack initiation and 
subsequent degradation of coatings,  
powder-coated samples were exposed to cyclic corrosion testing 
experiments of various lengths to characterise the formation 
and subsequent development of defects within the coating. 
These defects and the development of cracks were linked with 
microstructural features within the coating and the substrate surface 
to better understand the mechanism of initiation and propagation. 
Amber Sykes (University of Leeds) reported her studies into the 
influence of CO2 partial pressures on the formation and protective 
characteristics of iron carbonate corrosion products. Specifically, 
under certain conditions, the precipitation of FeCO3 corrosion 
products on pipe walls can form a dense layer that protects the 
underlying X65 carbon steel from further corrosion. However, 
the level of protection offered by the corrosion product layer is 
highly sensitive to changes in environmental conditions. Amber 
used electrochemical tests to demonstrate how distinct FeCO3 
layers develop and revealed how operating pressure affects FeCO3 
formation rates.

Finally, one of the four poster prizes awarded by the Electrochem 
2023 meeting was presented to Hector Arriba Gutierrez (Cranfield 
University) for his work on the SS Great Britain: Decarbonising the 
Unique Conservation System for the World’s First Iron Ship.

Electrochem 2023 and Corrosion Science Symposium (CSS) delegates.

Shreir prize recipient (James 
Rafferty) and CSD Chair  
Julian Wharton. 
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 New ICorr Student Members
During the last few months, the Institute 
has been very pleased to welcome the 
following new overseas and UK student 
members and we wish them all success in 
their future careers and ICorr journey.

• Ali Haider - University of Punjab -  
 02 July 2023.

•  Ibrahim Alhajji - King Fahd University 
of Petroleum and Minerals -  
03 July 2023.

• Leandro Liveira - University of Sao Paulo  
 - 03 July 2023.

• Saif Ramy – University of Leeds -   
 11 July 2023.

•  Srivatsava Podicheti - Institute of 
Aeronautical Engineering (Hyderabad) 
– 08 August 2023.

•  Nedson Kashaija - Eotvos Lorand 
University (Budapest) – 25 August 
2023.

•  Nikhil Rahul Dhongde - Indian  
Institute of Technology (Guwahati)  –  
04 September 2023.

•  Abhishek Rao - Indian Institute of 
Engineering Science and Technology 
(West Bengal)  – 11 September 2023.

•  Oloche Job Ibrahim – UTM: Universiti 
Teknologi (Malaysia) –   
13 September 2023.

•  Tirmizhi Munkaila Abubakar – UTM: 
Universiti Teknologi (Malaysia) –  
14 September 2023.

•  Chandra Mouli - Thiruvallur University 
(Tamil) – 03 October 2023.

•  Ignatius Darkwa Asamoah - University 
of Ghana – 03 October 2023.

•  Chaouchi Houmam Abdelhamid – 
UMBB: Université M’Hamed Bougara 
Boumerdès (Algeria) –  
23 October 2023.

The Institute welcomes New Student 
members with a keen interest in Corrosion 
prevention matters to join us, (membership 
is free during period of studies).

Please see: www.icorr.org/free-
student-membership/

King Fahd University (Saudi Arabia) 

ELU Eotvos Lorand University (Hungary) 
 

UTM: Universiti Teknologi (Malaysia)

New Corporate Member Oceaneering International
The Institute of Corrosion is very pleased to welcome its newest 
corporate member, Oceaneering International (OI), a global 
provider of engineered services and products, primarily to 
the offshore energy industry, including renewables. Many 
Oceaneering employees are already ICorr members who have 
long supported our branch activities. Its Integrity Management 
and Digital Solutions (IMDS) group combines the strength of our 
asset integrity segment and our global data solutions business 
to optimise digital and software solutions for our integrity 
management services. Oceaneering has long delivered safe, agile, 
integrated project execution and integrity management across the 
asset life cycle, across a range of facilities and industries, onshore 
and offshore.

From remote inspection to capturing and managing data more 
effectively, Oceaneering offers a range of integrity solutions that 
optimise inspection and maintenance regimes to deliver significant 
time and cost savings.

With nearly 60 years of experience in underwater and harsh 
environments, Oceaneering is committed to advancing 
technologies that ensure the safety of the people and places 
where we live and work, and to reduce the carbon footprint 
of our operations and those of our customers, applying its 
core capabilities to the offshore energy, defence, aerospace, 
manufacturing, logistics, science and research, and also the 
entertainment industries.

Oceaneering - IMDS services.

Oceaneering – 
advanced NDT and 
rope access-based 
inspection services.

Oceaneering – New Aberdeen Support 
Facility and Warehouse.

To learn more, visit: www. oceaneering.com
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Oceaneering - IMDS services.

Brookes Bell, the multi-disciplinary technical and scientific consultancy 
for the marine and energy sectors, has received the Technology and 
Innovation Award from the Mersey Maritime Industry Awards (MMIA) for 
its Corrosion Assessment Service for the maritime sector.

The Liverpool-based company received the honour on 2 November 
during a ceremony at the prestigious Liverpool Cathedral. The award, 
which was sponsored by The Manufacturing Technology Centre, 
recognised Brookes Bell’s Corrosion Assessment Service, officially known 
as CMAP, as a crucial innovation that improves vessel owners’ awareness 
of onboard corrosion issues, enabling them to understand the required 
repairs ahead of time before the effects of corrosion become too severe or 
result in significant lay-up time.

CMAP, which is offered by The Lab at Brookes Bell, uses a highly refined 
Pulsed Eddy Current Array (PECA) inspection technique, combined with 
Brookes Bell’s 3D data visualisation software, to create an overview of the 
condition of a vessel’s steel, remaining wall thickness and material loss.

According to the Association for Materials Protection and Performance 
(AMPP), the collective global cost of corrosion to shipowners is estimated 
to be as high as $80 billion.

Earlier this year, Brookes Bell received official accreditation for its CMAP 
service on naval and commercial vessels from Lloyd’s Register classification 
society. The technology was tested and honed on the Royal Navy’s Type 
23 frigates, landing platform docks, several Ro-Pax ferries and superyachts 

in the commercial sector to enable Brookes Bell to develop a more 
comprehensive understanding of corrosion assessment.

The Mersey Maritime Industry Awards celebrate the strength and diversity 
of the maritime industry in the northwest of England, and recognise the 
world-class standards upheld in the region as a global maritime centre of 
excellence.  Source: Brookes Bell Press Release

Brookes Bell picks up Technology and Innovation 
Award for its Corrosion Mapping Service   

Industry News

Mersey Maritime Industry Awards (MMIA).

Institute News

Industry News

NEW SUSTAINING MEMBER 

SCI is a trading name for Specialist Coatings & Inspection, a very young company, still at the 
infant stage but with grand ambitions. Our philosophy is derived from the Latin expression: 
“Carpe Picturam” which means “Seize the Picture”. Our goal is to bring our work to the stage of 
art, where preservation harmoniously embraces presentation. 

Specialist Coatings & Inspection

Specialist Coatings and Inspection (SCI) 
114 Eastlake, Swindon, SN25 2RZ 
01793 380 389 / 0747 654 3218 
info@specialistcoatings.net 
www.specialistcoatings.net/
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The coating industry is continually evolving, with 
advancements in technology and materials pushing the 
boundaries of what is possible. To ensure that professionals 
are equipped with the latest knowledge and best practices, 
continuous training and upskilling are essential. Recognising 
this, the Corrodere Academy is rolling out its latest offering: 
the Powder Coatings Course. This is part of the renowned Train 
the Painter programme, designed to raise industry standards 
across the globe.

The Advantages of Powder Coatings

The powder coatings sector has seen tremendous growth and 
innovation in recent years. Powder coatings are used globally 
in numerous industries and the advantages include: 

Environmental Friendliness: Unlike traditional liquid 
coatings, powder coatings emit zero or near-zero volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs). This makes them environmentally 
friendly, contributing to reduced pollution and safer work 
environments. 

Cost-Efficiency: Over-spray from powder coatings can be 
retrieved, screened/cleaned and reused, resulting in nearly  
100 % usage of the product. This cuts down on waste, making  
the process more cost-effective.

Durability: Powder coatings are known for their excellent 
resistance to corrosion, chipping, abrasions, and weathering. 
Their hard finish is tougher than conventional paints, ensuring 
long-lasting protection and aesthetic appeal.

Thicker Coatings: Unlike liquid coatings, it’s easy to apply 
thicker coats using powder without the risk of runs or sags. A 
consistent, even coating can be achieved.

Uniform Finish: The electrostatic application process ensures 
that surfaces have a smooth and consistent finish without the 
appearance of brush strokes.

Wide Range of Finishes: From high-gloss to matte, and 
textures from smooth to rough, powder coatings offer a broad 
spectrum of finishing options, catering to various aesthetic and 
functional requirements.

Quick Turnaround: Due to the nature of the application and 
curing process, products coated with powder coatings are 
ready for use or shipment more quickly than their liquid-coated 
counterparts.

The application of powder coatings can be an automated or 
manual electrostatic process.  Articles can also be dipped 
in fluidised beds. Incorporating these advantages into your 
operations can offer businesses a competitive edge, not just 
in terms of product quality and longevity but also in eco-
responsibility and cost savings. The move towards more 
sustainable and efficient solutions like powder coatings is not 
merely a trend but a forward-thinking approach to modern 
manufacturing and finishing processes.

 
 

What is the Powder Coatings Course? 

At its core, the Powder Coatings Course is designed to 
provide in-depth knowledge and training in this field of 
advanced coatings. From the basics of surface preparation 
to the intricacies of application techniques, this course offers 
a comprehensive look into the world of powder coatings. 
Participants will gain experience and become well-versed in 
the latest technologies, materials, and methodologies.

Training with the Best

Corrodere Academy’s - Train the painter painter programme is 
globally recognised, ensuring that every graduate (student) is 
equipped with the skills and knowledge that meet international 
standards. The Powder Coatings Course is no exception. 
Crafted by industry experts, the theoretical course content 
ensures a well-rounded educational experience.

This Powder Coatings course is delivered through Train the 
painter Registered Companies and Affiliate trainers. Whether 
you’re looking to upskill yourself, your team or offer external 
training, the Powder Coatings Course is the perfect platform 
for growth. To find a trainer near you or find out more about 
registering your company with Train the painter, so you can 
deliver training internally, contact Lucy Pavia at the  
Corrodere Academy. 

Source: Corrodere press release

Corrodere Academy Introduces a 
New Powder Coatings Course to  
The Train The Painter Programme
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Douglas Now Lays Down His Story:

I have had an interest in archaeological corrosion ever since I did work in 
this area many years ago at the British Non-Ferrous (BNF) Metals Technology 
Centre in Wantage.  This was “An examination of artefacts brought up from 
the seabed after 262 years”. In 1707 several ships of the line from a fleet 
of twenty one under the command of Sir Cloudesley Shovell, hit the rocks 
of the Scilly Isles during a fierce storm and sank.  This included the flagship 
HMS Association. In 1969 a team of divers under the overall control of 
Roland Morris recovered many artefacts. The BNF was given a Royal Society 
grant to examine these, and it fell to me to carry out much of the work.  
Conducting chemical analysis as well as metallographic studies, enabled 
us to find out (and comment on) the type of corrosion, the nature of the 
corrosion product and the extent of corrosion.  Also, the composition and 
metallurgical structure of the metals/alloys were compared with similar alloys 
used today.   The items included, brass dividers a bronze cutlass handle lead 
musket balls and silver pieces of eight as well as lead pipe, pewter platters, 
a copper spike, and (bronze) ship’s bells. (There was also bronze cannon 
although my work did not extend to examination of these). 

.

I did this work under the direction of Hector Campbell. one time editor of 
the British Corrosion Journal, with whom the 70page report was written. 

Much later I became involved with the Maritime Museum in Gdansk.

I was able to pass this report over to Kasia (their corrosion expert). The 
museum had bits from two ships (“Copper Ship” and “Solen”) which sank 
in the Baltic a similar length of time ago). On the metallurgical side, the 
composition of many of the alloys used was surprisingly close to what might 
be used today and many were also reasonably pure for example. 

• Lead musket balls: afforded an interesting comparison with musket 
balls from the Swedish warship Wasa, visible in its entirety in museum in 
Stockholm, which sank some 60 years earlier in the Harbour there. This 
was possible because the original size and weight of musket balls was 
known and hence (assuming linear) we could work out the corrosion rate 
and compare them. What was found was that sea water conditions in the 
Scilly Isles (clean and turbulent) afforded a less aggressive environment than 
Stockholm harbour (polluted) led to about half the rate of corrosion. 

• Brass dividers: These had undergone hardly any corrosion; the points 
made of iron had rusted away completely (bimetallic corrosion), and maybe 
they provided galvanic protection in the early stages. But it was the fact that 
the brass was single phase and contained some arsenic (a useful inhibitor of 
dezincification) that probably saved the dividers. 

• Bells: one from HMS Romney (probably!) and one from HMS Association. 
These, despite similar composition (two phase: one copper rich and one tin 
rich), had corroded in quite different ways with one phase being attacked 
in one bell and the other phase in the other. Interesting polarisation / 
potentiostatic work done in the lab revealed that the two bells had probably 
been subjected to different environmental conditions - half of one bell having 
been buried in mud while the other bell was freely exposed to sea water. 

• Pieces of eight: The interest here was in developing a more efficient 
cleaning method compared with the normal one which was lengthy 
and removed significant amount of silver, achieved partly by using an 
electrochemical method.

Protective Coatings and Electrochemical  
Assessment Methods

This kind of research i.e., towards understanding long term corrosion and 
its prevention, has relevance today to both the storage of nuclear waste 
and conservation. The afore mentioned Kasia and I have collaborated in 
developing an electrochemical assessment method for corrosion protective 
coatings. The specific interest here is in how do you keep things in the 
museum environment from continuing to corrode? But there are also ancient 
artefacts outside like statues.  The most common approach is application of 

This series of articles is intended to highlight industry-wide engineering experience, guidance and focused advice to practising 
technologists. It is written by ICorr Fellows who have made significant contributions to the field of corrosion management.

Fellow’s Corner
Douglas Mills undertook PhD research on anti-corrosive coatings at 
Cambridge University and has worked on and off in this field since. 
After spells at the BNF Metals Technology Centre and the Nuclear 
Power Company, in recent times he has worked in academia, and apart 
from teaching materials, he has continued to conduct and supervise 
research in the field of electrochemical methods for application to 
coatings, particularly studying and developing the electrochemical 
noise method. He was for fifteen years the Technical Secretary of the 
Institute of Corrosion and is also involved in standards development.

Meet the Author
Dr Douglas Mills

Brass dividers  
(almost no corrosion). 

Lead musket balls with varying rates of 
corrosion according to submersion condition.

Pieces of eight after 
electrochemical cleaning.

Cannon Ball (weight 4 kG (9 lbs) 
Diameter 11cm (density 6.8-7.5) with 
Corrosion Product about 1-2 mm thick.  continues on page 22
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How do you take sustainability into 
account during design?  
Birit Buhr

thin, invisible organic coatings. Getting the right coating is quite a challenge 
as the appearance must not to be altered. The Museum at Gdansk had a bell 
and bowls which had been protected by these thin transparent coatings. 
How do you assess such coatings? One approach is to use Electrochemical 
measurement techniques like DC resistance or Electrochemical Noise. 
Some recent work done in Northampton University tested four such 
coatings and concluded that Paraloid (conservation grade acrylic lacquer) 
coatings were the best.  But only if you applied two thin (typically  
10-20mm) coats.

Other Discoveries 

Moving back to the discovery phase on a more local level i.e., people 
discovering archaeological items in the earth, the father of a friend found a 
large cannon ball in the south of England which I was invited to have a look 
at. It had a thickish layer on the outside and this interestingly was not iron 
based but contained large amounts of lead.

The inside of the cannon ball was very likely cast iron, based on its hardness 
and the calculation of density (between 6.8 gm/cc and 7.5 gm/cc. Cast 
Iron has a density of 7.3 gm/cc.)   

•   Outer lead casing - why was the outer lead put on? Was it a corrosion 
protective layer? What was the environment that caused the more noble 
lead to corrode so extensively?  (apparently faster than the musket balls 

in the sea, as all the lead exterior was destroyed).   Was it pure lead or 
some lead alloy which was more corrodible? Maybe the smoother lead 
surface assisted in the firing (that seems very plausible). One possibility 
is that it was never used in anger but was lost while being transported. 
Such cannon balls were used on big ships (even as early as the Mary Rose, 
Henry VIII’s flagship, from the early 16tH century) So it could have been 
travelling between the Arsenal and Portsmouth when it “fell off a cart!”

In summary lots of questions raised and only speculative answers! This is 
the fascination with any investigation of archaeological corrosion. It leaves 
plenty of room for the Imagination!
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Technical Article

Birit Buhr, B.Sc. Chem. Eng. is an AMPP certified cathodic protection 
specialist, certificate 16172 and specialises in corrosion and corrosion 
protection for steel and reinforced concrete structures. Currently she is 
chief corrosion engineer with European Energy A/S. She has worked 
across the industry from civil structures, on-and offshore wind to solar 
and PtX. Project manager of ISO 24656:2022 Cathodic protection of 
offshore wind structures and DIS ISO 9451 Galvanic anodes for marine 
and saline sediments. Chair of Danish mirror committee to ISO TC 156 
(corrosion of metals and alloys), TC35 (organic coating) and TC 107 
(inorganic coating and metallisation). Birit Buhr recently presented at 
the ICorr North-East Branch Conference - Integrity Engineering for a 
Sustainable Future held on 22nd June 2023.
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Picture: Sprogø offshore wind farm, Denmark. Courtesy: European Energy A/S. 
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How do you take sustainability into 
account during design?  

Renewable industry structures are often seen as sustainable in themselves as 
they produce energy without the use of fossil fuels. However, the footprint, 
be it CO2, water consumption, pollution or other environmental impact 
parameters during the fabrication, installation, operation, maintenance and 
at decommissioning of renewable structures are now coming more into 
focus. This paper suggests that environmental impact is considered during 
the design by including life cycle analysis (LCA) to minimize environmental 
impact over the lifetime of a structure.

Background

Globally, governments are looking into ways of supporting renewable 
energy, this includes solar, on and offshore wind turbine projects as well 
as power to x (PtX), where renewable energy is used for electrolysis and 
production of hydrogen and of e-methanol from bioplants. 

Not least, the expansion of the offshore wind industry development is 
presently booming to help reduce global warming. The Paris agreement 
has been aiming for an upper limit in global temperature increase of+1.5 oC, 
ref. 1. However, with the current national pledges in CO2-reductions a much 
higher temperature increase is feared, leading to heat and drought, rising 
sea levels and flooding and loss of biodiversity. So, as Engineers we all need 
to consider sustainability in our daily lives and take responsibility.

The International Standardisation Organisation (ISO) has as part of its 2030 
strategy, to advance environmental sustainability through standards [2]. This 
also means that, in standardisation terms, when you propose a new work 
item (new standard) you identify which of the UN sustainability goals the 
standard relates to [3].

For many functional standards, environmental and sustainability aspects 
have not been considered, and it may have been thought that this is not 
the design engineer’s role. However, designers know to which extent limits 
can be pushed and still have for instance a functioning cathodic protection 
system on an offshore wind turbine structure over the designated service life.

Sustainable Cathodic Protection Design

Cathodic protection systems for offshore wind structures are made using 
either galvanic anode cathodic protection (GACP) systems or impressed 
current cathodic protection (ICCP) systems. Functional requirements and 
design parameters are given in ISO 24656 [4] as well as in DNV RP 0416 [5].

Galvanic anodes will, when electrically coupled to a steel structure, sacrifice 
themselves to protect the steel. This results in galvanic anodes emitting 
metals in the adjacent seawater. For offshore wind structures, galvanic 
anodes have been pre-dominantly used in conjunction with coating 
systems, to minimise the anode quantity and afford protection and structure 
polarisation following immersion.

Cathodic protection is also possible using impressed current cathodic 
protection (ICCP) systems, where the negative connection of a controllable 
DC power supply is connected to the structure, and the positive terminal 
from the power supply is connected to impressed current anodes, located 
in the same electrolyte (seawater) as the structure. When using impressed 
current anodes, only very limited amount of metal is emitted during 
operation, and this may lead to the conclusion that impressed current 
systems are the better option and less detrimental to the environment. 

Galvanic anode quantities – calculation example

Consider an Offshore wind park with a design life for 25 years

- 100 foundations, each turbine 8MW in size

- 55 meters of water

- 8-meter diameter monopile

- Coated using >350 micron of epoxy coating (immersed location)

- 1.7 m of tide

In table 1, three different scenarios are considered.
Palo solar park, Italy courtesy European Energy A/S.

Table 1. Calculation scenarios

Table 2. Calculation results. It is important to note that the numbers are for the given 
example, and differences in tide, salinity, etc. will result in a different result.

The Anode alloy compositions in wt.% are shown in table 3 below.
Table 3. Alloy composition from DNV-RP-B401 and DIS ISO 9351.

Anode sledge with mounted aluminium anodes. Courtesy Impalloy.

Scenario 1 Design using DNV-RP-B401, (ref. 6)

Scenario 2
Design using ISO 24656, (ref. 4), using alloy 

composition from table 8.5 of DNV-RP-B401, (ref. 6)

Scenario 3
Design using ISO 24656, (ref. 4), using alloy 

composition A5 from DIS ISO 9351, (ref. 7) with 
reduced zinc content

Scenario 
Total anode 

quantity, 
ton

Zinc 
quantity, 

ton

Aluminium 
quantity, 

ton

Indium plus 
traces of 

other, ton

1 810 33 775 0.2

2 450 19 430 0.1

3 450 2 445 0.1

Alloying/impurity
element

DNV RP B401
Table 8.5

(Scenarios 1 and 2)

DIS ISO 9351
Alloy A5

(reduced Zn)

Zn 2.5 – 5.75 0.3 – 0.8

In 0.015 – 0.040 0.018 – 0.040

Cd £ 0.002 0.002 max

Si £ 0.12 0.10 max

Fe £ 0.09 0.08 max

Cu £ 0.003 0.003 max

Ga N/A 0.04 – 0.10

Other impurities (each) N/A 0.02 max

Other impurities (total) N/A 0.05 max

Al Remainder Remainder

continues on page 24
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The amount of metals used to protect these 100 foundations can be seen in 
table 2. The anode geometry has been optimised, as recommended in DIS 
ISO 9351, [7]. It is important to note that the results highly depend on the 
actual site, with regards to salinity, climate, length of monopile in soil, flow 
velocity, etc., and are only provided here as an example. 

From corrosion.nl, ref. 8, it is informed that 1 kg of impressed current anode 
material is released over 25 years to protect 80 foundations. However, this 
number cannot be compared like with the metal emission from galvanic 
anodes. That would be comparing only metal emission and different metals, 
without considering other environmental impact categories, and therefore 
corresponds to comparing apples with pears. There are also additional 
maintenance requirements to consider for impressed current anode systems.

Of importance is which systems do we consider as reliable, what is the 
operation and maintenance scheme, how many planned visits offshore does 
the system require etc.

So, which methods are available to allow us to find the corrosion protection 
solution that impacts the environment the least.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

There are standards on life cycle assessment (LCA), [9, 10]. In ISO 14040, 
a life cycle analysis is defined as: Compilation and evaluation of the inputs, 
outputs and the potential environmental impacts of a product system 
throughout its life cycle [9].

In a life cycle assessment, the following is taken into account:

1. Function of the product

2. All relevant stages of the life cycle of the product, including: 

 •  Raw material acquisition 

 •  Production/manufacturing

 •  Distribution

 •  Use and 

 •  End-of-life stage

The rationale of a LCA is according to ISO 14020, to Identify [11]:

1. The most significant impacts created by the product during its life cycle.

2.  The potential of one impact to be increased during the process of 
decreasing another.

3.  Appropriate and relevant characteristics and criteria to be used as the 
basis for environmental statements and their significance.

With the metal emission example, we reduce the metal emission by 
replacing a GACP system with an ICCP system. However, we do not evaluate 
if other impact categories have a higher environmental impact, or evaluate 
the impact the different metals have, aluminum alloys from galvanic anodes 
compared to mixed metal oxide from impressed current anodes. If you 
compare this situation with greenhouse gases, then methane has 25higher 
adverse effect in the atmosphere than carbon dioxide. So therefore we need 
to compare to the same unit, or discuss which impact is more important. 

How is the impact from impressed current anodes and galvanic current 
anodes for that matter addressed during production, what about chlorine 
gas emission and power consumption of impressed current systems? 

The ISO 14020 and ISO 14040 are generic in nature, and therefore open to 
interpretation, so how should a LCA for a marine structure be done? 

With inspiration from the civil structure industry, environmental product 
declarations (EPDs) can be produced based on EN 15804 ref. [12] and  
using third party verification according to ref. [13]. 

An EPD from a product can only cover the production phase, i.e., raw 
material, transport and production, corresponding to A1, A2 and A3 in the 
lifecycle of a product. 

An meaningful LCA actually covers much more than “just” CO2 and a fuller 
environmental assessment could include categories as seen in Table 4.

Further Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) Considerations

Galvanic Anode DIS ISO 9351

When drafting the new work item proposal (NWIP) for the new ISO 9351 
standard: galvanic anodes for marine and saline sediments, now out for DIS 
vote, we identified the following sustainability goals 

Goal 7: Affordable and clean energy

Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production

Goal 13: Climate action

Goal 14: Life below water (requiring local environmental assessment)

In the DIS ISO 9351 standard, the international experts within ISO 
TC156 WG10 and CEN TC219 WG3 defined all functional requirements 
of aluminium, zinc and magnesium anodes (materials and properties, 
composition, quality and prequalification test requirements, physical 
tolerances and anode design) as well as providing guidance on 
environmental considerations.

In respect of galvanic anodes as a product, he DIS version of ISO 9351, 
includes the following recommendations on environmental impact:

1. Optimise your anode design to reduce the environmental impact. 
Any reduction in material quantity is directly linked to a reduction in 
environmental impact.

2. Request an environmental product declaration (EPD) when ordering 
anodes for your project. This EPD should cover environmental impacts from 
ore to finished anode (prior to shipment from producer).

3. Consider relevant impact categories, climate change parameters (eq. 
CO2), ozone depletion, photochemical ozone formation, acidification, 
eutrophication, abiotic depletion, water use.  

4. Choose anodes with less environmental impact, for instance anodes with 
low zinc content.

5. Do responsible (preferably local) sourcing of raw materials. 

EPD for Products in General

Reliable information to establish EPDs for cathodic protection components 
may not be available at present. It will not be an easy task for the producers 
to make these EPDs, be it for anodes, coating systems, steel, concrete etc, 

Table 4. Impact categories, based on table C.1. from EN 15804 (ref 12).

Impact Category Unit

Climate change - total kg CO2-eq

Climate change - fossil kg CO2-eq

Climate change - biogenic kg CO2-eq

Climate change - LULUC kg CO2-eq

Ozone depletion kg CFC11-eq

Acidification mol N
4

-eq

Eutrophication, aquatic freshwater kg PO4-eq

Eutrophication, aquatic marine kg N-eq

Eutrophication, terrestrial mol N-eq

Photochemical ozone formation kg NMVOC-eq

Abiotic depletion, minerals & metals kg Sb-eq

Abiotic depletion of fossil resources MJ

Water use m3
-eq depr.
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as they likely have to be done either for a group of products or for individual 
products. In the process of doing these, it will be the hope that producers 
seek optimisation on how to minimise impact during the production 
(including associated transport of components). Where CO2 generation 
is concerned, it will be decisive how energy needed to manufacture the 
anodes is sourced and we may have very different scenarios with different 
technologies and in different countries. Also required is reliable information 
to establish EPDs for cathodic protection components.

Often an optimised cost will also result in reduction in environmental impact, 
but not always. Where it does, this can be considered a win-win situation, 
where it does not, we need to discuss what is an acceptable price for a 
reduction in environmental impact.

Steel producers globally are considering and converting the steel 
production to be fossil free.  Eurofor, the European steel association, 
estimates that the cost per ton of steel produced may increase by 35-100% 
as a result of this transformation. ref. [15].  

Where coating producers are considered, only few have EPDs. It is worth 
noticing that a high environmental impact comes from the production and 
application facilities.

Going Forward

The LCA from a product is often only part of the environmental impact. If we 
really want to reduce our environmental impact, we have to look at systems 
for the entire life cycle, consider main components, and not only look at CO2 
or pollution impacts.

Designing offshore wind structures is both a structural design as well as 
corrosion protection design exercise. The corrosion protection design 
has a large impact on the structural design, as the SN curves used for 
fatigue sensitive structures like offshore wind structures are linked to 
the environment the structure is placed in, and how well the corrosion 
protection is. If a design over the design life takes into account partly 
corrosion, for instance after end of service life of a coating, then this will 
have a significant impact on the quantity of steel to use on that structure and 
these impacts can be multiplied many times with more recent wind farm 
developments containing several hundred turbine structures.

As a designer you can seek optimisation, if you can:

1. Look at the design options you have and evaluate the impact of different 
possible solutions. What will on a high level have the least environmental 
impact for your structure considering both structural design; but not the 
least in conjunction with a corrosion protection strategy and maintenance 
plan. The latter should include level of offshore visits (over a 25-35yr typical 
lifespan) for repair and maintenance as well as documentation.

2. Make your design, fabrication, installation, operation, and maintenance 
friendly. Automated-corrosion monitoring could be considered to reduce 
needed access to the structure. It will also serve as documentation on 
performance, ref. [16]. provides more information on this topic.

3. Reduce the amount of material that goes into your structure, it will have a 
1:1 beneficial reduction in environmental impact.

4. Substitute products with other products with smaller environmental 
impact, this could be done by using galvanic anodes with reduced zinc 
content.

The Danish road directorate and Danish rail both have an LCA for civil 
structures. The tool (in Danish) is free for downloading and used across 
the industry supporting a uniform and consistent way of comparing infra 
structure projects where it comes to environment and climate impact ref. 
[17]. This is a good step forward in achieving transparency. The use of 
life cycle assessment tools from the governmental side also comes with 
evaluation on where, who, and how to use them. 

Should the tool have predefined impact parameters from acknowledged 
databases as ecoi-nventor, ref. [18]. or should the user be able to include 
product specific EPDs? Should the tool be used in the planning phase in the 
tender bid phase for bid comparison or during the installation and operation 
of an asset? Who should be the users, and how can these tools be used not 
only for declaration but for reducing the adverse environmental impact?

There are many things to consider, and a lot of work still to be done, 

to enable us to lessen the environmental impacts when implementing 
renewables, so as to maximise their overall benefit. 

With so many renewable energy projects now being proposed globally,  
it is most important that all these aspects are given more focus and as soon  
as possible.
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The road to Net Zero is paved with materials and engineering advances. But 
once installed and operating, can in-service non-destructive testing (NDT) 
keep pace and adapt to bring confidence to a low carbon world?

Most graphs showing the predicted uptake of low carbon technologies 
such as wind, solar, hydrogen and carbon capture appear to be almost 
exponential in terms of growth. Multiple industrial sectors are accelerating 
development to meet ambitious goals in renewable energy generation 
and carbon emissions reduction. This growth is underpinned by exacting 
materials performance specifications. The design life of such equipment is 
also being pushed to extremes as of late, as operators seek a greater return 
on their investments, supported by the availability of novel inspection and 
repair systems.

Meeting these requirements can result in new materials (e.g. composites 
for wind turbine blades), changes in materials manufacturing routes (e.g., 
additive manufacturing) or repurposing of materials for new operational 
environments (e.g., repurposing pipelines for H2 or CO2 transportation). 
But what happens after installation or change of use? These innovations 
can lead to differing in-service degradation mechanisms, and a change of 
degradation threat, material or equipment geometry can result in challenges 
for in-service inspection.

Ideally equipment would remain pristine throughout its life, but more 
usually it suffers degradation over time and will need repair or maintenance 
at some point. Running equipment to failure can be economic in some 
circumstances, or simply performing routine maintenance may be sufficient 
to keep equipment running safely. However, if you need to time your 
maintenance interventions, to optimise costs and reduce the risk of failure, 
then this is when in-service inspection and monitoring is key.

 

NDT, including visual inspection, provides information on the cumulative 
degradation of materials which has occurred over time. The challenge is 
to choose the right inspection technique to match not just the material you 
are inspecting, but also the degradation morphology. If you want to finesse 
your prediction of the rate of in-service corrosion or degradation then repeat 
inspection or monitoring (where the NDT detector is left in-situ) is required. 
Either way inspection is a lagging indicator. The degradation must have 
happened before it can be quantified. Any degradation can take years to 
occur, so planning now for changes to inspection requirements may seem a 
bit premature. However, as with all the other net zero related sectors, NDT 
development takes time. 

To be prepared, the inspection industry as a whole, and the HOIS joint 
industry project (which drives advancements for in-service inspection), 
in particular [2], is on the lookout for these new inspection challenges, 
associated with all aspects of lower carbon energy and related emissions 
reduction. Posing the question “What will Net Zero mean to NDT?”

Leading edge blade repair tool – photo courtesy of REBLADE.
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While many inspection challenges will be met using off the shelf kits, can we 
identify now where NDT development will be required, and can we perhaps 
lag a little bit less?

When testing materials, designing equipment, or setting up your integrity 
strategy, it is worth considering if in-service inspection will be required, 
and if so the best way to implement it. If the whole equipment lifecycle is 
considered early on, then a dialogue can be started to highlight any potential 
inspection issues. This can be done by considering the five facets of NDT and 
posing the key questions:

1. Degradation – what am I looking for?

2. Physics of inspection – how can it be found?

3. Inspection deployment – how to get there?

4. Planning – where and when?

5. Data analytics - what does it all mean and how will we act on it?

By considering each of these questions in turn, inspection requirements can 
be clearly defined and expectations managed.

Degradation - What am I Actually Looking For?

Last time I looked on the HOIS members website [2], there were ten main 
categories of inspection, based on different physical principles (e.g., 
ultrasound, radiography, and optical), covering over 75 distinct types of 
non-destructive testing currently available and counting. The reason all these 
techniques have been developed is that no single inspection technique will 
find all forms of in-service degradation in all materials.  

If you are concerned about in-service degradation, you need to understand 
the morphologies and location of the damage you want to look for. Is it 
external (erosion of wind turbine blades), internal (corrosion of CO2 pipelines) 
or in the interior of the material (delamination of composites)? 

Of course, there will always be surprises, from the Liberty ships that suffered 
unexpected brittle fractures while sailing in the WWII North Atlantic convoys 
[3], which kick started the field of fracture mechanics, to chloride stress 
corrosion of duplex steels [4], but the more you can specify up front the 
better. Extensive material testing will reduce this level of uncertainty about 
how the material will behave in the field long-term and help define the list of 
threats to be searched for.

In the world of NDT, size matters. For every technique there is a lower 
threshold to the size of defect that can be detected, be that crack length, 
depth of wall loss or cross-sectional area. To specify an inspection requires an 
understanding of the flaw size that needs to be detected and with what level 
of confidence. Remembering of course that the minimum detectable flaw 
size needs to be significantly less than the critical flaw size.

Extensive work is underway examining the material consequences of 
repurposing of natural gas pipelines to carry increasingly higher proportions 
of hydrogen gas. Hydrogen is known to increase the fatigue crack growth 
rate in steels, and previously safe, pre-existing crack-like flaws can cause 
failure after exposure to hydrogen and tensile stress [4]. The question is - 
what crack-like flaw size will it be necessary to find prior to repurposing, 
and with what probability of detection? For repurposing of gas pipelines for 
hydrogen usage, the go / no go, may be dependent on not only the material 
properties, but also the limitations of current inspection techniques as many 
older pipelines have limited useful historical data for decision making.

Physics of Inspection – How Can You Find It?

So, you know what degradation morphology you are looking for and in 
what material. Now the laws of physics will start to narrow down the range of 
suitable inspection techniques, but other factors such as thickness of material 
and geometry will also have an impact. 

Inspection is relatively easy if you can get direct (perpendicular) access to 
the region of interest. But not all equipment is flat or symmetrical, and the 
geometry or restricted access may mean choosing a medium or long-range 
technique which can be placed more remotely. An example of this is M-skip 
[6], a pitch-catch ultrasonic technique, which was originally developed 
for applications such as detecting corrosion at pipe supports. Here, the 
transmitter and receiver are placed on either side of the area to be inspected, 
allowing inspection of areas with no direct access.

You also need to consider the confidence you have in the inspection 
technique and whether any validation of the use case is required. For 
example, exterior defects can be found by visual inspection, but if you want 
to carry out that visual inspection using a camera or perhaps even a camera 
deployed by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, more commonly referred to 
as drones), how can you ensure the image quality is good enough to satisfy 
your requirements? HOIS examined UAV deployed camera inspection, and 
amongst their recommendations was the use of line pair charts to confirm the 
achievable resolution in the field. This recommendation was subsequently 
adopted into an ASME standard [7]. So even when you know the physics of 
inspection will work, confirmation of suitability for a defined application may 
still be required.

By considering all these factors before you ring up your NDT company you 
will have a chance of avoiding the standard response to “Can you inspect 
X?” which is “It depends…”

Inspection Deployment – How to Get There?

Choosing an appropriate NDT technique is not the only decision to be 
made. How your technique of choice is deployed (largely) controls the rate 
of data acquisition and therefore the overall cost of inspection. Inspection 
deployment options range from manual, through scanners, to robots or 
permanently installed sensors. 

Monitoring can offer around the clock coverage, where a relatively small 
detection device can inspect large areas, e.g. guided wave or acoustic 
emission, or where a relatively small inspection area will be considered to be 
representative of the whole component e.g. ultrasonic or EMAT. Some new 
offshore wind turbines have had a range of monitoring devices installed prior 
to detect threats such as blade strike, vibration and cracking. 

Where periodic inspection is required, traditionally inspection has been 
manual. but for access above working height, scaffolding or rope access 
has been deployed. This is great if you have a head for heights but manual 
inspection can have a few drawbacks including cost.  Reaching the asset 
location for testing can also be an issue in the case of renewables, especially 

 Five facets of NDT selection.

M-skip pitch-catch ultrasonic technique for indirect inspection. Changes in the 
relative arrival times of the different skip paths are indicative of wall loss.

continues on page 28
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for offshore wind structures driving the. development, and increasing use of, 
robotic tools such as blade crawling robots, UAVs and marinised crawlers. 
These inspections are by and large not autonomous, being continuously 
controlled, but depending on your definition of autonomy (which is a 
whole article in itself) there is an increasing degree of autonomy exerted by 
inspection robots. This use of robots for inspection has been spearheaded 
by the Sprint Robotics joint industry project [8]. 

The environment for the inspection also needs to be considered, for 
example hydrogen has a much wider range of combustion in air than natural 
gas. In preparation for the more extensive use of hydrogen gas, the ATEX 
rating of inspection equipment needs to be considered. In-line inspection 
companies are generally leading the field, anticipating emersion in pure 
hydrogen they not only have to consider the ATEX rating but the materials 
of construction of their pigging tools, replacing some of their standard rare 
earth magnets to avoid complete disintegration from hydrogen exposure.

Planning - Where and When?

Inspections and monitoring cost money, so it is important to get the “where” 
and the “when” as optimised as possible. The inspection coverage and 
frequency are very much linked to the aims of inspection. If you want to know 
the condition of your equipment but the degradation has equal probability 
of happening throughout, then a sampling approach is appropriate – think 
inspection of piping where small areas are inspected and compared to 
understand overall trends. 

When sampling is deployed, sufficient inspections need to be taken to be 
representative of the whole. This approach will not find the deepest defect 
or the largest flaw, but it will allow you to make a probabilistic prediction as  
to the overall largest defect dimension. The choice between sampling and 
full inspection often comes down to the economics of the follow-up action – 
is it cheaper to do localised repairs or a wholesale replacement?

For periodic inspection, if you inspect too often, then costs rise, but if you 
inspect too infrequently, then the risk of failure increases. Even before 
failure the cost of repairs can increase if the degradation is too advanced. 
For example, there is optimum window to repair the erosion of the leading 
edge of a wind turbine blade before it becomes significantly more difficult 
and expensive. Again, understanding the degradation and the rate of 
degradation is key.

Data Analytics - What Does it All Mean?

Starting your inspection journey with an idea of what you want to do with the 
results, and how the data will be utilised, will reap rewards in the long run. 
Often, full written reports are summarised into a few key parameters for entry 
into databases. The full inspection information is recorded and can be read 
in document format but is not necessarily easily utilised when it comes to 
the assimilation and analysis of more than one set of results. By considering 
how the results will be formatted and what information will be stored 
electronically, time and effort can be saved in the long run and results made 
accessible at the point of analysis. 

Inspection companies will provide inspection results in their standard 
formats as a default, but asking for simple tweaks can be hugely beneficial 
when utilising information. For example, adding wall loss as a reporting 
requirement in addition to wall thickness can make the calculation of 
degradation rates in components of varying profile more straightforward.

Inspection delivers an understanding of the integrity state of a section of 
equipment at the time of inspection, providing detailed knowledge of the 
degradation at one location at one point in time. What data analytics does 
is to combine results and put them into a wider context, both in time (rate of 
degradation) and space (are similar components degrading in the  
same way). 

Taking wind turbines again as an example: 

• An inspection can provide the dimensions of each leading-edge erosion 
flaw and can be used to categorise them, but how does this compare with 
the blade overall? 

• How does this compare with other adjacent wind turbines? 

• Given the history of operation, how well was the erosion predicted? 

• Are there any differences in coating performance? 

• Was the overall operation strategy of slowing the blades in adverse 
conditions effective? 

Once the inspection data is put in a wider context, the questions that can be 
answered are (almost) endless.

Conclusions

The progression towards Net Zero is creating a plethora of new equipment 
and new applications along with an array of novel material combinations, 
each of which may have new inspection challenges, but the same basic 
approach to inspection selection remains the same. 

NDT inspection solutions can only meet defined challenges. The better 
the definition of new degradation challenges, the better the inspection 
solutions. However, the sooner the NDT community knows about the 
challenges, the sooner we can start working on solutions. 

In summary, l would encourage everyone to think about the five facets of 
inspection described above and reach out soon with their key Net Zero NDT 
challenges.
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Schematic Flow Diagram

Introduction  
The Nutshell Filter (NSF) Vessels are part of produced water treatment plant 
in one of Daleel Petroleum Company (DPC) upstream oil and gas production 
and processing facilities. The main function of NSF is to decrease the Oil in 
Water (OIW) and Total Suspended Solid (TSS) content in produced water  
up to the lowest possible level, prior to inject the produced water back  
to reservoir.

During scheduled overhaul activity performed in October 2022 to the one 
of NSFs vessels, localised internal corrosion to the vessel’s shell along with 
severe internal coating damage and total consumption of sacrificial anodes 
were found.

A comprehensive investigation was conducted to understand the root 
cause of such failures and to provide solutions for avoiding future-failure 
reoccurrence. Investigation covers detail evaluation of coating and cathodic 
protection system, fluid corrosiveness, design and operating condition of 
the vessel and historical inspection data. 

Process Description

The Nutshell Filter (NSF) Vessels are part of produced water treatment plant. 
The vessels are located downstream of the Skim Tanks and Induced Gas 
Flotation (IGF) Vessels, and upstream of Buffer Tanks that are supplying final-
processed produced water to injection well through Water Injection Pumps. 

The NSFs are using natural walnut shell to absorb oil in water (OIW) and 
particulate matter specified as total suspended solid (TSS) contained in the 
produced water outlet streams from IGFs. Multiple NSFs are operated in 
parallel to allow alternate scheduled backwash stage for each and every 
individual NSF without overall water treatment plant operation interruption.  

Nutshell - Filter Sketch. continues on page 30

Schematic Flow Diagram
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During filtering stages, produced water will enter the NSF from top through 
inlet piping and directed into the walnut media bed, where OIW and TSS 
will be physically absorbed. The water, which has now lower OIW and TSS 
will leave the bed from screen mesh installed in the bed bottom for further 
process in Buffer Tanks.

During backwash stages, the reversed flow of the produced water will enter 
the NSF from the bottom. The water level will be kept adequate to ensure 
enough volume of water for full immersion of walnut media. The agitator 
will be activated to stir the water strong enough to fluidise the dirty walnut 
media into the high-turbulence water. The strong current and shearing effect 
will release the previously absorbed sand, oil and particulate matter inside 
walnut media and transferred them into produced water solution. The media 
scrubber with specific screen sized opening, installed on top of agitator will 
pass the produced water and all contaminants, but retain the walnut media. 
The cleaned media are now ready for the subsequent filtering stage.

Problem Description

During October 2022 overhaul to one of NSF vessels, NSF-B, it was 
discovered that the vessel was suffering from localised internal corrosion  
with below detail:

• Approximately 30% internal coating damage

• Total consumption of 3 x 35.2 kg internal SACP anodes

• Localised internal corrosion in the location where coating was exfoliated, 
worst metal loss was measured to be 9 mm in comparison to previous 2018 
overhaul

• Approximate localised corrosion rate of 2.25 mm per year

Detail Investigation

The Material and Corrosion Section was assigned to investigate the root 
cause of failure, in order to avoid the future reoccurrence. 

Detail investigation covering collection and documentations of people, 
process and physical evidences was carried out. The investigation included:

• Design and installation document verification

• Operating condition and process monitoring

• Direct visual inspection of the failed vessel

• Maintenance history records

The logic tree was used as the tool for performing root cause failure analysis.

Investigation Results

The investigation revealed there are at least three main factors contributing to 
the severe internal corrosion of NSF shell carbon steel material.

The three factors are:

1. Premature sacrificial anodes (total) consumption

2. Internal coating failures

3. Fluid characteristics changed into more corrosive condition for the last  
4 years

Detail evaluation for each factor is described below.

Premature Sacrificial Anodes (Total) Consumption
The new Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protection (SACP) was designed and 
installed in 2018, during vessel major overhaul activity, following the previous 
2011 original design that was found failed and was improperly installed. 

Based on 2011 design, there were four Al-Zn anodes  installed perpendicular 
to the vessel shell by inserting them through the nozzles, welded to the 
external vessel body. The position of the anodes inside the vessel was slightly 
higher than the walnut bed, indicated that the anodes were not immersed 
in water during the filtering stage. It was, however, immersed in produced 
water only during backwashing stage, which occurs at least once a day with 
approximately few minutes per cycle.

Detail verification of the new 2018 SACP designed document, confirmed 
that the design was proper and considering 300% safety factor versus the 
original theoretical current consumption of minimum 10 years, excluding 
considerations of turbulence and erosion effects. Three anodes, with each of 
35.2 kg of Al-Zn were installed / attached vertically, surrounding the internal 
vessel’s shell. As usual, the internal SACP design was designed without 
online monitoring system. By means, the only way to monitor is that when 
the vessel opens for internal inspection.

The fact that none of the three anodes were found during October 2022 
overhaul, was confirming that the anodes experienced premature failure due 
to extra-ordinary excessive current consumption than 10-30 years design 
expectation. The severe internal metal loss of 9 mm, discovered in the vessel 
internal shell during October 2022 overhaul, and 3 mm per year averaged 
and measured corrosion rates data of upstream bare carbon steel metal 
piping exposed to the same produced water system, indicated that the 
SACP and coating systems had not been effective in providing protection for 
the last 3 years before overhaul. 

Since similar SACP systems in the same produced water environment 
upstream of the NSF vessel were found to be quite effective in performing 
their duty on protecting the internal vessels and tanks, there’s must be at least 
one distinctive factor between similar SACP installed in production separator 
or Free Water Knock-Out (FWKO) tank for instances versus the one installed 
in NSF.

A thorough evaluation of the NSF design and operation concluded that the 
high turbulence water of 151 m/s, produced by agitators during backwash 
stages were causing very high current consumption. The same thing 
happened to both of 2011 and 2018 SACP systems. Meanwhile in upstream 
equipment, operated in much more stagnant condition, the current 
consumption is specific dedicated only for the area of coating holidays.

NSF Material, Design and Operating Data

Year of commissioning 2011

Design code ASME VIII Div. 1 (U-Stamp)

Sour service design NACE MR0175 compliance

Vessel shell and head material Carbon steel A-516 Gr. 60 N

Shell and head corrosion allowance (mm) 3

Vessel internals
Duplex stainless steel UNS 

S 31803

Mechanical seal
 Austenitic stainless steel 

UNS S 31600

Internal coating Glass flake vinyl ester

Internal corrosion protection
Sacrificial anodes system 

Al-Zn

External coating Liquid organic epoxy

Process environment

High salinity produced 
water, 120,000 ppm 

chloride content

120,000 ppm chloride content MJ

Design temperature (min, max), °C 5, 82

Operating temperature (min, max), °C 20, 40

Design pressure (full vacuum), kPa, gauge 350

Operating pressure (min, max), kPa, 
absolute

105, 108
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No Sub Causes Main Causes Verification Results

1
Long-term water stagnation during 

shutdown / overhaul
Fluid characteristics changed

Immediate liquid drainage was performed, few days after 
NSF-B isolated for shutdown.

2
Chemical treatment 

(incompatibilities) impact
Fluid characteristics changed

All chemicals used were routine ones. No specific chemicals 
used during 2018-2022.

3 Wrong coating selection Internal coating failure
The GFVE proven to perform well during 2011-2018 periods. 

GFVE also recognised as acid and corrosion resistance coating.

4 Improper coating application Internal coating failure The original GFVE applied since 2011 and performed well.

5 Improper coating repair Internal coating failure
Localised coating failure discovered during 2022 overhaul 
were widely distributed in much larger area than the 2018 

repaired locations.

6 Erosion Internal coating failure
Walnut media and minor suspended solids were analyzed and 

concluded as non-erosive.

7
Coating damaged during equipment 

maintenance activity
Internal coating failure

There were no internal maintenance activities carried out 
between 2018-2022.

8 Improper CP design SACP anode depletion
Detail review of the CP design document concluded proper 

design with 300% excessive current capacity (excluding 
turbulence/erosion effects).

9
Installed anodes different 

specification than design document
SACP anode depletion

The remaining clits (anode holder) attached in NSF shell 
internal confirm correct dimension. 

Internal Coating Failures

The original glass flake vinyl ester (GFVE) coating was applied in 2011 as part 
of package requirement prior to first vessel installation and commissioning. 
After 8 years in service, during 2018 overhaul, internal inspection report 
confirmed that there was 10% coating damages and few minor metal losses 
occurred in such locations. Spot coating repair was done prior to box up 
the equipment for recommissioning. During 2022 overhaul or after 12 years 
in continuous service, however, the significant coating failure of 30% plus 
severe internal metal loss up to 9 mm were discovered. 

Industrial experiences and coating manufacturer’s recommendation 
indicates that the average of internal glass flake coatings are in between 5 
to 10 years depending on the service condition. The coating performance 
of the first 8 years period, from 2011 to 2018 was considered as acceptable. 
However, in the next period of 2018 to 2022, the coating failed severely, 
regardless the spot repair that was conducted during 2018 overhaul. Based 
on these facts, “Overaged Coating” was concluded.

Fluid Characteristics Change

From 2018 onwards, there have been at least 20 new production wells with 
high H2S level introduced to the production system. Although the effect of 
higher H2S level to the produced water corrosiveness was quite complicated 
and not in proportional relation, however there are more than sufficient 
UT and MFL inspection data taken from various upstream carbon steel 
equipment indicates the significant increment of corrosion rates, especially 
2019 onwards.

Fluid characteristics change is an additional factor that contributed to the 
severe internal corrosion of the NSF shell carbon steel material. It shall be 

understood that without the failure of SACP and internal coating, the effect of 
this factor alone will not result in any damage to the carbon steel material. 

Nevertheless, the story began with internal coating and premature SACP 
system failures. The localised corrosion leaves the bare CS metal exposed  
to the corrosive environment and resulting 9 mm metal loss or approximately 
3 mm/year corrosion rates.

Additional Contributor Factors

Investigation of design versus operating condition of the NSF vessel revealed 
that the automatic backwash stage turned to become manual operated due 
to some mechanical issues. The manual-operated backwash stage has been 
lasted for more than 8 years. 

During manual operation modes, there was no proper control, standard and 
records when an operator for instance, unintentionally running the agitator 
slightly or even much longer than normal time as regulated by equipment 
manufacturer. In the case of longer backwash stages or specifically during 
high-speed agitation, anodes current consumption increased significantly. 
This occurrence can accelerate the premature SACP failures.

Miscellaneous Sub Causes with Negative Confirmation

There are many suspected factors that were initially considered as possible 
causes of the failure. However, after careful analysis, they found it to  be 
either not correct or not related with the failure.

Below are the suspected sub-causes that were finally proven not 
to contribute to this failure.

continues on page 32
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Conclusion and Summary

The NSF-A&B vessels were commissioned in 2011. The operation and maintenance historical data of NSF-B is summarized below:

During root cause failure analysis, root cause of failure was concluded 
not only by verifying design and operating data and the recent 
overhaul finding. Instead, they were concluded after having careful 
comparison to all of data and information that was available, including 
previous overhaul findings, and some technical references. 

Communication with coating manufacturer and applicator and 
Cathodic Protection designer were also carried out to get the 
maximum information that is useful for investigation.

Detail comparison finding between first 2018 overhaul versus 
October 2022 overhaul is presented to the right.

A comprehensive analysis concluded that the internal corrosion of 
NSF-B was initiated by over-aged internal coating, while the available 
internal SACP anodes were totally consumed unexpectedly due to 
high turbulence backwash operation. 

Those condition leaving the carbon steel internal shell exposed to 
highly corrosive produced water that finally resulted localised pitting 
corrosion in the locations of coating failure up to maximum  9 mm 
thickness loss for only approximately 3 years period.

Detail sequence of failure is presented below:

Operation and Maintenance History of NSF-B.

2018 overhaul versus October 2022.

• Exposed operating periods 8 Years.
• Original GFVE Coating.
• Incorrect SACP designed and installation.
• Coating failure approx.10%.
• Total SACP consumption.
• Minor metal loss.

• Exposed operating periods 4 Years.
• Obsoleted GFVE Coating plus patch/localized repair.
• Correct and sufficient SACP designed and installation.
• Coating failure approx.30%.
• Total SACP consumption.
• 5-6 mm metal loss in shell, 9mm metal loss in nozzle.

2011 - 2018, overhaul finding

2018 - 2022, overhaul finding

Detailed Sequence of Failure.
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Technical Recommendations

After considering all facts and findings, the Materials and Corrosion team 
came up with some technical recommendations to be implemented for all 
NSF vessels within the company, in order to avoid similar failures in the future.

Recommendations are described below:

1. Permanent dismantle of the  SACP system, since it will not survive in normal 
operating condition of NSF vessels with mandating regular high turbulence 
produced water during backwash stages.

2. Specified the coating application and maintenance program specific 
for internal NSF vessels. Three different options for coating systems and 
maintenance programmes are provided in-order from lowest to highest CAPEX 

 a.   Regular GFVE coating re-application every 4-5 years. Total removal of 
previous coating shall be done thoroughly as per surface preparation 
standards/requirements.

 b.  Coating system upgrade to “Ceramic Coating”. The coating system is 
proven to be a highly corrosion and abrasive resistant system. It can be 
used for at least 10-15 years without any inspection and maintenance 
requirements.

 c.  Thermal Spray Metal using high corrosion resistant alloy, e.g. Incoloy* 
825 (UNS N08825), Incoloy* 625 (UNS N06625) or Hastelloy# 
C-276 (UNS N10276) as permanent solution. * (a trademark of Special 
Metals Corp). # (a nickel-base alloy invented at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratories as a container material for molten fluoride salts).

3. Re-function the backwash automated operating mode as per original 
equipment manufacturer’s operating manual, in order to eliminate all human 
errors.

4. To schedule for External Phase Array UT at the interval of 1 year, to monitor 
the thickness of NSF filter’s shell.

Logic Tree Charts

Chart-1

Chart-2.

Chart-3.

Vessel Overhaul Pictures
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The Institute values the support of the companies and organisations who are Corporate or Sustaining Members.
A detailed listing of these members is published annually as a stand-alone supplement to the January/ 
February issue of Corrosion Management, and a regularly updated searchable listing is published on the 
Institute’s website.

CORPORATE MEMBER 
COMPANIES
OCEANEERING (NEW)
Building 3, Levels 2&3, 
Aberdeen International Business Park,  
Dyce Drive, Aberdeen, UK, AB21 0BR    
Tel: 01224 758500 
Email: pflockhart@oceaneering.com 
www.oceaneering.com  

BP 
Chertsey Road, Sunbury on Thames,  
Middlesex TW16 7LN   Tel: 0203 401 9908    
Email: chris.williams3@uk.bp.com

FLEXITALLIC     
Scandinavia Mill, Hunsworth Lane,  
Cleckheaton BD19 4LN  Tel: 01274 851 273  
Email: contactus@flexitallic.eu  www.flexitallic.com 
  
INTERNATIONAL PAINT LTD   
International Paint Ltd,  
Stoneygate Lane, Gateshead,    
Tyne and Wear England, NE10 0JY

CARBOLINE
Unit 2, Dorsey Way, Leicester,  
LE19 4DB

GOLD SUSTAINING 
MEMBER COMPANIES
CATHODIC PROTECTION 
CONSULTANCY SERVICES

SGK 
Technoparkstr 1, Zurich 8005, Switzerland 
Tel: +41 44 2131590   Email: sgk@sgk.ch

CATHODIC PROTECTION 
AND MONITORING

BAC 
Stafford Park 11, Telford TF3 3AY, UK     
Tel: +44 (0) 1952 290321  Email: sales@bacgroup.com 
www.bacgroup.com

CATHODIC PROTECTION CO LIMITED 
Venture Way, Grantham, Lincolnshire, NG31 7XS,  
United Kingdom 
Tel: +44 (0) 1476590666   Email:sales@cathodic.co.uk

3C CORROSION CONTROL COMPANY AB 
Fabriksvägen 21 E, 268 73 Billeberga, Sweden 
Tel: +46 418 411 900 Fax: +46 418 411 935 
Email: info@3ccc.se   Website: www.3ccc.se

CORROSION CONTROL INCORPORATED 
494 Fairplay Street, Rutledge, Georgia 30663, USA 
Tel: +706 557 9624  
Email: brianwyatt@controlcorrosion.co.uk

CORROSION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES  
EUROPE LTD 
11 & 12 Merlin Park, Mildenhall, Suffolk IP28 7RD 
Tel: 01638 711955   Fax: 01638 711953 
Email: enquirieseu@ctsonline.com   www.ctsonline.com

CORRPRO COMPANIES EUROPE LTD  
Adam Street, Bowesfield Lane, Stockton On Tees, Cleveland

Tel: 44(0) 1642 614 106 Fax: +44(0) 1642 614 100
Email: ccel@corrpro.co.uk   www.corrpro.co.uk

INTERPROVINCIAL CORROSION CONTROL  
CO. LTD 
930 Sheldon Court, Burlington, Ontario L7L 5K6, Canada 
Tel: 905-634-7751 Email: contact@rustrol.com  
www.rustrol.com

MGDUFF INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
1 Timberline Estate, Gravel Lane, Quarry Lane,  
Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 2FJ
Tel: +44 (0) 1243 533336   Fax: +44 (0) 1234 533422 
Email: sales@mgduff.co.uk   www.mgduff.co.uk

MILLER FABRICATIONS LTD  
Overtown Road, Waterloo, Wishaw, Scotland, ML2 8EW
Tel: 01698 373 770   www.millerfabrications.com

OES GROUP LTD 
Coupe House, Station Lane, Birtley DH2 1AJ 
Tel: 0191 815 5035   Email: sales@oesgroupltd.com 
www.oesgroupltd.com

COATING APPLICATOR

OWENS CORNING FOAMGLAS® INDUSTRY
31-35 Kirby Street, Hatton Garden, London, EC1N 8TE
Tel: 07789 507094 Email: kevin.bauld@owenscorning.com

CONSULTING TESTING  
AND INSPECTION

SGK 
Technoparkstr 1, Zurich 8005, Switzerland

Tel: +41 44 2131590   Email: sgk@sgk.ch 

SUPPLIERS COATINGS

CHEMCO INTERNATIONAL LTD
East Shawhead Ind. Est, Coatbridge, Scotland ML5 4XD  
Tel: 01236 606060   www.chemcoint.com

DENSO (WINN & COALES DENSO LTD)  
Denso House, Chapel Road, London SE27 0TR 
Tel: 0208 670 7511 Fax: 0208 761 2456  
Email: mail@denso.net www.denso.net

HEMPEL UK LTD
Berwyn House, The Pavillions, Cwmbran, Torfaen, South 
Wales, NP44 3FD, United Kingdom
Tel: 01633 874024 Fax: 01633 489012  
Email: Sales.uk@hempel.com  Web: www.hempel.com

JOTUN PAINTS (EUROPE) LTD
Stather Road, Flixborough, Scunthorpe,  
North Lincolnshire DN15 8RR
Tel: 01724 400 125 Fax: 01724 400 100 
Email: enquiries@jotun.co.uk    Web: www.jotun.co.uk

PPG PROTECTIVE & MARINE COATINGS 
Huddersfield Road, Birstall, Batley, West Yorkshire,  
WF17 9XA Tel: 01924 354700  
Email: PMCcustomerservice@ppg.com  www.ppgpmc.com

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PROTECTIVE & MARINE 
COATINGS 
Tower Works, Kestor Street, Bolton, BL2 2AL, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1204 521771   Email: enquiries.pm.emea@
sherwin.com sherwin-williams.com/protectiveEMEA

SUPPLIERS SPECIALIST

HODGE CLEMCO     
36 Orgreave Drive, Handsworth, Sheffield, S13 9NR
Tel: 0114 2540600   Email: sales@hodgeclemco.co.uk  
www.hodgeclemco.co.uk

RYSCO INTERNATIONAL INC   
101 – 8024 Edgar Industrial Cr Red Deer, Alberta, Canada, 
T4P 3R3  Tel: +1 877 899 5988  
Email: tommy.mccann@ryscointernational.com   
www.ryscocorrosion.com

SIG IRELAND     
USIG House, Ballymount Retail Centre, Ballymount
Dublin, D24 ED81 Ireland Tel: 00353 1 6234541    
Email: eoin_rylands@sig.ie  www.sig.ie

SUSTAINING MEMBER 
COMPANIES 
CATHODIC PROTECTION 
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
BEASY 
Tel: 02380 293223  www.beasy.com

CESCOR UK LTD 
Tel: 0208 996 5111 
Email: Dimitrios.mamalopoulos@cescor.co.uk 

CORROSION ENGINEERING  
SOLUTIONS LTD 
Tel: 01442 767 899 www.corrosionengineering.co.uk

CORROSION CONTROL LTD  
Tel: 01785 711560  Fax: 01785 711560 
Email: brianwyatt@controlcorrosion.co.uk 

SEGCORR LTD 
Tel: 07484838232 Email: paul.segers@segcorr.com

CATHODIC PROTECTION 
AND MONITORING
AQUATEC GROUP LIMITED 
Tel: 01256 416010 Email: inquiry@aquatecgroup.com

CORRINTEC CATHELCO 
Tel: +44 (0) 1246 457900  www.cathelco.com 

CCSL
Tel: 01952 230900   www.corrosioncontrolservices.co.uk

CORROCONSULT UK LIMITED 
Tel: 01952 740234   www.corroconsult.com

DEEPWATER EU LTD
Tel: +44 (0) 1483 600482 www.stoprust.com

DUVINE
Tel: +44 (0)1440 706777 www.duvine.co.uk

G2 CORROSION PROTECTION LTD
Tel: 07459 176540  www.g2cpl.co.uk

IMPALLOY LTD 
Tel: 01922 714400   www.impalloy.com

JENNINGS ANODES UK LTD
Tel: 0191 5108843   www.jenningsanodes.co.uk 

METEC CATHODIC PROTECTION LIMITED 
Tel: 0191 7316010 714411  
Email: sales@metecgroup.com 

OMNIFLEX UK LTD
Tel: 0161 491 4144   www.omniflex.com 

PHOENIX CPC LTD
Tel: 07486076800   www.phoenixcpc.com

PMAC Inspection Ltd
Tel: 01224 703032 

R&R CORROSION LTD  
Tel: 01358 729644   www.rrcorrosion.com

SAITH LTD
Tel: 01425 207555   www.saithlimited.com 

SILVION LIMITED
Tel: 01476 590932   www.silvion.co.uk

VECTOR CORROSION TECHNOLOGIES
Tel: 01384 671400   Email: davids@vector-corrosion.com

MILLER FABRICATIONS LTD
Overtown Road, Waterloo, Wishaw, Scotland, ML2 8EW  
Tel: 01698 373 770   www.millerfabrications.com
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COATING APPLICATORS
ALFRED BAGNALL & SONS LTD
Tel: 01274 714800  
Email: info@bagnalls.co.uk   www.bagnalls.co.uk

APB GROUP LIMITED
Tel: 01538 755377  www.apbgroup.co.uk

AW RAIL SERVICES LTD
Tel: 01303 257462 

BRIDGECOAT LTD
Tel: 02392 666161  Email: info@bridgecoat.co.uk

CC INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES    
Tel: 0845 685 01333  www.cc-is.co.uk

CORROLESS EASTERN LTD     
Tel: 01362 691484   Email: info@corrolesseastern.co.uk 
www.corrolesseastern.co.uk

CORROSERVE    
Tel: +44 (0) 113 2760 760 www.corroserve.com

D.F. COATINGS LTD
Tel: 02380 445634   Email: info@dfcoatings.co.uk

D&P COATINGS LIMITED 
Ellesmere Port, England 
linkedin.com/in/d-and-p-coatings-ltd-862036259

DYER & BUTLER LTD 
Tel: 02380 742222    www.dyerandbutler.co.uk

F A CLOVER & SON LTD
Tel: 020 89486321   Email: ian@cloverpainting.com

FORWARD PROTECTIVE COATINGS LTD
Tel: 01623 748323   Email Pete@forwardpc.co.uk  
www.forwardpc.co.uk

FOUNTAINS (PART OF THE OCS GROUP)
Tel: 07593 611577 Barry Crewick
Email: barry.creswick@fountainsgroup.co.uk  

HERRINGTON INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LTD 
Tel: 0191 516 0634   www.herringtonltd.co.uk

HRS RAIL LTD 
Tel: 01797 329421  www.hrsrail.co.uk

JACK TIGHE LTD
Tel: 01652 640003   Email: sales@jacktighe.com

JPV (PAINTERS) LTD
Tel: 01277 201515   www.jpvpainters.co.uk

KUE GROUP LIMITED
Tel: +44 (0)1274 721188   www.kuegroup.com

NUSTEEL STRUCTURES
Email: scott.arnold@nusteelstructures.com  
www.nusteelstructures.com

PCS
12, Eoloda Street from Gisr Elniile, Sekeel, Guza, Egypt 
12992  Tele: +2 01069083431   www.PCS.com 
Email: alihassan_804@hotmail.com

PIPERCREST LTD T/A HALLS SPECIALISED 
SERVICES
Tel: 01375 361408 www.hallsspecialisedservices.co.uk

SAFINAH LTD
Tel: 01670 519900   Email: enquiries@safinah.co.uk

SCA GROUP LIMITED
Tel: 01202 820820   www.sca-group.com 

SOLENT PROTECTIVE COATINGS LTD
Tel: 02380221480   Email: info@solentpc.co.uk 
www.solentpc.co.uk

SPECIALIST COATINGS & INSPECTION LTD
Tele: 01793 380389   Email: cosmin@specialistcoatings.net 
www.specialistcoatings.net

SPECIALIST PAINTING GROUP LTD
Tel: 01733 309500 www.specialistpaintinggroup.co.uk

STANDISH METAL TREATMENT LTD
Tel: 01695 455977 Email: stuart.croft@standishmetal.co.uk

SURFACE TECHNIK DUDLEY LIMITED
Tel: 1384 457610  www.surfacetechnik.co.uk

TAZIKER INDUSTRIAL     
Tel: 0844 8800 385  www.ti.uk.com

TPS360
Cardiff, Wales   www.tps360.co.uk/

WEDGE GROUP GALVANIZING LTD
Tel: 0845 271 6082  www.wedge-galv.co.uk

WESCOTT INDUSTRIAL SERVICES LTD
Tel: 0191 497 5550  www.wescottis.com

W G BEAUMONT & SON LTD
Tel: 01708 749202  
Email: tom.costello@wgbeaumont.co.uk

CONSULTING TESTING 
AND INSPECTION
AW CORROSION SOLUTIONS LTD

Tel: 01732 700924 Email: enquiries@awcorrosion.co.uk

CAN
Tel: 01224 870100 Fax: 01224 870101 www.cangroup.net

EQUILIBRANT LTD
Tel: 02890 767227  www.equilibrant.co.uk

ERIMUS INSULATION

Tel: 07968828825  www.erimusi.com

HYDROCOMM LTD
Tel: 07779333781  Email: hydrocomm@btinternet.com 

HYDROSAVE UK LTD
Tel: +44 (0) 1536 515110  www.hydrosave.co.uk

LBBC BASKERVILLE  
Tel: 0113 2057423  www.bbcbaskerville.com

PAINT INSPECTION LIMITED
Tel: 0845 4638680  www.paint-inspection.co.uk

PLANT INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: 01224 798870  
Email: info@pim-ltd.com  www.pim-ltd.com

SAFINAH LTD
Tel: 01670 519900  Email: enquiries@safinah.co.uk

SONOMATIC LTD
Tel: 01925 414000  www.sonomatic.com

STEEL PROTECTION CONSULTANCY LTD
Email: wil.deacon@steel-protection.co.uk  
www.steel-protection.co.uk

SUPPLIERS COATINGS
CORROCOAT    
Tel: +44 (0) 113 2760 760  www.corrocoat.com

HEXIGONE INHIBITORS LTD
Tel: 01792 439422  www.hexigone.com

INDESTRUCTIBLE PAINT LTD
Tel: 0121 7022485  www.indestructible.co.uk

SUPPLIERS GENERAL
 CORRODERE ACADEMY
Tel: 01252 732220    www.protectivecoatingseurope.com

FUTURE PIPE LIMITED
Tel: 0207 8388660   www.futurepipe.com

GMA GARNET (EUROPE) GMBH
Tel: 01606 836223

INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYTICS LTD
Tel: 028 9532 0131  Email: info@ infrastructureanalytics.co.uk

LAKE CHEMICALS & MATERIALS LTD
Tel: 01527 594630  Email: dean.kenny@lakecm.co.uk

LBBC BASKERVILLE 
Tel: 0113 2057423   www.bbcbaskerville.com 

LLEWELLYN RYLAND LTD 
Tel: 0121 4402284   Email: research@llewellyn-ryland.co.uk

PRESSERV LTD
Tel: 01224 772694   Email: stuart.rennie@presserv.com

SCANGRIT
Tel: 01469 574715 Email: sales@scangrit.co.uk    
www.scangrit.co.uk

RECIPROCAL 
ORGANISATIONS
ELSEVIER SCIENCE LTD
Tel: 01865 843000

INSTITUTE OF METAL FINISHING
Tel: 0121 6227387   www.uk-finishing.org.uk

MARINE CORROSION FORUM 
www. marinecorrosionforum.co.uk  

CEOCOR 
www. ceocor.lu

QUALITY CONTROL
ELCOMETER    
Tel: +44 (0) 161 371 6000   www.elcometer.com 

TRAINING AND COATING 
INSPECTORS
CORRODERE ACADEMY 
Tel: 01252 732220   www.corrodere.com

IMechE 
Bryan Ravenshear   Email:Bryan.Ravenshear@imeche.org

ICATS 
Kevin Harold  Email:kevin@paintel.co.uk

BRANCH CONTACT 
DIRECTORY

ABERDEEN:
Adesiji Anjorin (Chairman)  
Email: ICorrABZ@gmail.com 
Dr Nigel Owen (Secretary External)  
Email: ICorrABZ@gmail.com 

LONDON: 
Polina Zabelina (Chair)
Email: icorrlondon@gmail.com

MIDLANDS BRANCH: 
Bill Whittaker  
Email: midlandschair@icorr.org

NORTH EAST:
Matt Fletcher (Chair) 
Email: nechair@icorr.org

NORTH WEST: 
Greg Brown (Chair) 
Email: greg.brown@mottmac.com

YORKSHIRE: 
Chair Vacant  
Email: president@icorr.org 

CSD DIVISION: 
Julian Wharton
Email: J.A.Wharton@soton.ac.uk

CED DIVISION: 
Danny Burkle
Email: d.burkle@lbbcbaskerville.co.uk

YICORR: 
James McGladdery 
Email: james.mcGladdery@uknnl.com



Institute Events
DIARY DATES 2024

BRANCH CONTACT 
DIRECTORY

BRANCH DATES
11th  January, 2024, London Branch
Examination of lining performance in 
renewable and biofuels and feedstocks. 
Speaker: Michael Harrison, Sherwin-Williams 
Lancaster Hall Hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,  
London W2 3EL
Refreshments from 6 pm, talk starts at 6.30 pm

25th  January, 2024, North East Branch 
ICorr NE social event.  
Contact:  Matt Fletcher nechair@icorr.org

30th January, 2024   
Joint meeting with energy institute (EI)   
Applying materials experience from oil and gas 
production to carbon capture and storage in  
North-East Scotland. Speaker: Dr Steve Paterson, 
Arbeadie Consultants Limited. 
Palm Court Hotel, 81 Seafield Rd,  
Aberdeen AB15 7YX
Refreshments from 6 pm, talk starts 6.30 pm.

8th February 2024, London Branch  
“1824 and all that (or how I paid off my 
mortgage)”   
Speaker: Paul Lambert.
Lancaster Hall hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,  
London W2 3EL
Refreshments from 6 pm, talk starts 6.30 pm.

27th February, 2024, Aberdeen Branch 
Online ICorr technical event 
“Predictable pipeline performance with polymer 
liners. Speaker: Mark Smithson, Subsea 7.  
Talk Starts at 6 pm.

29th February, 2024, North East Branch 
ICorr NE Teeside Mini-Conference. 
Contact:  Matt Fletcher nechair@icorr.org

14th March, 2024, London Branch
“State of the Nation” 
Speaker: ICorr President  
Lancaster Hall hotel, 35 Craven Terrace,  
London W2 3EL 
Refreshments from 6 pm, talk starts 6.30 pm.

26th March, 2024, Aberdeen Branch 
Online ICorr technical event  
Advances in comprehensive integrity assessment  
of buried pipelines with non-contact magnetic 
gradient tomography method (MTM-G).  
Speaker: Dr. Chukwuma C. Onuoha, Canchuks 
Corrosion Inc., Canada. Talk Starts: 6 pm.

28th March, 2024, North East Branch 
ICorr NE social event.  
Contact:  Matt Fletcher nechair@icorr.org

25th April, 2024, North-East Branch  
ICorr NE social event.  
Contact:  Matt Fletcher nechair@icorr.org

30th April, 2024, Aberdeen Branch 
ICorr technical event- industrial visit:   
National Collection of Industrial and Marine  
Bacteria (NCIMB).  
Contact: Adesiji Anjorin anjorin@gmail.com  
Refreshments from 6 pm, tour starts 6.30 pm.

14th May - 17th May, 2024 
Annual congress, working group  
meetings and technical exhibition,  
CEOCOR Leuven, Belgium.  
Contact:  
Brian Wyatt brianwyatt@controlcorrosion.co.uk

28th May 2024, Aberdeen Branch  
Joint meeting with AMPP, online ICorr
technical event  
“Proportional hazard assessments for different 
pipeline coating types used over the timeline,  
from the 1900’s till now”.  
Speaker: Susan Jacob, OneGas, Tulsa,  
Oklahoma. Talk starts at 6 pm.

30th May, 2024, North-East Branch    
ICorr NE technical evening.  
Contact:  Matt Fletcher nechair@icorr.org

25th June 2024, Aberdeen Branch     
Online ICorr technical event.  
“Recent advances in metallurgical replication”. 
Speakers: Simon Fenton/Peter Beck, IRISNDT, 
Stockton-on-Tees. Talk starts at 6 pm.

MIC Courses

29th April 2024 to 3th May 2024 
Northampton HQ
11th November 2024 to 15th November 2024 
Northampton HQ

CP Level 4 Exams

29th February 2024
13th June 2024
19th September 2024
5th December 2024 
All at Northampton HQ

Schedule for CP Courses

For more information about CP courses and
certifications please visit: www.icorr.org,
Training then ‘Cathodic Protection, Training,
Assessment and Certification Scheme. 
 

22-23rd January: Buried Level 1 

29th January - 1st February: Buried Level 2 

5-8th February: Buried Level 2 

12-15th February: Buried Level 3 

19-20th February: Buried Level 1 

26-29th February: Marine Level 3 

4-5th March: Buried Level 1 

26-27th March: Concrete Level 1 

8-11th April: Concrete Level 2 

15-18th April: Buried Level 3 

22-23rd April: Buried Level 1 
  
Schedule of IMechE Courses

15th January 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector Level 1- Sheffield
5th February 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector Level 3 - Sheffield
19th February 2024  
ICATS - Fife

26th February 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector - Level 1 - Sheffield

4th March 2024 
Passive Fire Protection Epoxy - Level 3 - Sheffield

11th March 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector Level -2 - Sheffield

18th March 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector - Level 1 - Sheffield

25th March 2024 
ICATS - Sheffield

1st March 2024 
ICATS - Fife

15th March 2024 
Protective Coating Inspector - Level 1 - Sheffield

15th April 2024 
Insulation and PFP- Level 2 - Fife

Schedule of Corrodere Courses for 2024

9th Jan 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 1 and 2,  
Practical Workshop-Online
10th Jan 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspection – Level 1 - Online
10th Jan 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 2 - Online
16th Jan 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 1 & 2,  
Practical Workshop-Online
17th Jan 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspection – Level 1 - Online
23-24th Jan 2024 
Train the Trainer-Online
6th Feb 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 3, Mandatory 
Workshop - Online
7th Feb 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 3 - Online
20th Feb 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 1 & 2,  
Practical Workshop - Online
21th Feb 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspection – Level 1 - Online
21th Feb 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 2 - Online
27-28th Feb 2024 
Coating Supervisor - Online
19-20th Mar 2024 
Train the Trainer - Online
26th March 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 1 & 2,  
Practical Workshop - Online
27th March 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspection – Level 1 - Online
27th March 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 2 - Online
16th Apr 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 3,  
Mandatory Workshop – Online
17th Apr 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 3 - Online
24th Apr 2024 
ICorr Coating Inspector – Level 2 - Online


